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Foreword
The primary objective of the National Bank of Romania is to ensure and maintain price stability, with
monetary policy being implemented under inflation targeting starting August 2005. In this context,
active communication of the monetary authority to the public at large plays a key role, and the major tool
that the central bank uses to this end is the Inflation Report.
Apart from analysing the most recent economic, monetary and financial developments and explaining
the rationale and the manner of implementing monetary policy in the previous period, the Report provides
the National Bank of Romania’s quarterly projection on inflation over an eight-quarter horizon, including
the associated uncertainties and risks, and an assessment of the recent and future macroeconomic context
from the perspective of the monetary policy decision.
By drafting and publishing the Inflation Report on a quarterly basis, in accordance with the frequency of
the forecasting cycle, the National Bank of Romania aims to provide all those interested with the opportunity
of best comprehending its analytical framework and hence the reasons underlying the monetary policy
decisions. Securing a transparent and predictable monetary policy is meant to strengthen monetary policy
credibility and thus help achieve an effective anchoring of inflation expectations and lower the costs
associated with ensuring and maintaining price stability.

The analysis in the Inflation Report is based upon the most recent statistical data available at the date of drafting
the Report, so that the reference periods of indicators herein may vary.
The Inflation Report was approved by the NBR Board in its meeting of 9 November 2021 and the cut-off date for the data
underlying the macroeconomic projection was 5 November 2021.
All issues of this publication are available in hard copy, as well as on the NBR's website at http://www.bnr.ro.
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Summary
Developments in inflation and its determinants
The annual CPI inflation rate stepped up significantly in 2021 Q3, to 6.29 percent in
September, with the gap versus the upper bound of the variation band of the flat
target widening in every month of the quarter. In September, the annual inflation
rate saw a 2.35 percentage point advance versus June, also standing 1 percentage
point above the forecast in the August 2021 Inflation Report. The same as in the first
two quarters of the year, this owed primarily to the notable upward movement in
energy commodity prices, given that at end-September wholesale electricity and
natural gas prices reached two- to three-fold higher levels than at end-2020. During
the same period, the annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate also recorded a marked
increase, from 2.9 percent in June to 3.6 percent in September. The average annual
CPI inflation rate remained on an upward trend during Q3 to reach 3.6 percent in
September. The average annual inflation rate calculated based on the Harmonised
Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) edged up by 0.5 percentage points against June
to 2.9 percent in September. As price increases were higher at the European level,
Romania marginally reduced its gap with the EU average.
In the period under review, the adjusted CORE2 inflation rate reflected relatively high
pressures from supply-side shocks. Thus, significant influences on production costs
came from the notable pick-up in energy producer prices, as well as from hikes in
the prices of other commodities and materials, inter alia as a result of supply chain
bottlenecks. At the same time, the favourable developments in demand, bolstered
also by the easing of mobility restrictions in the first two months of Q3 and the rapid
restoration of consumer confidence, amplified the pass-through of higher costs into
final prices. Another driver of the faster pass-through was the marked deterioration
in Q3 of economic agents’ short-term inflation expectations, which increased close to
all‑time highs for the available data series.
Conversely, labour costs exerted no inflationary pressures in 2021 Q2; the annual
dynamics of the indicator for the economy overall fell deep into negative territory,
the evolution reflecting, however, the impact of methodological changes in the
definition of employment1, as well as a significant base effect associated with the first
pandemic wave (in the spring of 2020). After removing the agricultural sector and
adjusting the data series for labour market support measures, the annual ULC
change decelerated to 1.8 percent in 2021 Q2 (from 3.1 percent in Q1). Although in
July‑August the ULC saw notable annual rises in some industrial sub-sectors, these
were associated first and foremost with the constraints imposed on production by
supply chain bottlenecks (the hardest hit were intermediate goods sub-sectors and
1
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For Romania, the most significant change refers to the exclusion of households producing goods exclusively or mostly for
self-consumption from the employed persons.
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the automotive industry), in most cases reflecting neither competitiveness losses
nor inflationary pressures from wages.

Monetary policy since the release of the previous
Inflation Report
In its meeting of 6 August 2021, the NBR Board decided to keep the monetary policy
rate at 1.25 percent per annum and leave unchanged the deposit facility rate and
the lending facility rate at 0.75 percent and 1.75 percent per annum, respectively. The
annual CPI inflation rate continued to rise above the upper bound of the variation
band of the target in June 2021, implicitly above the forecast, climbing to 3.94 percent
from 3.75 percent in May and 3.05 percent in March 2021. The increase seen in Q2
owed almost entirely to the exogenous CPI components, particularly the hike in fuel
prices amid higher oil prices. In its turn, the annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate
stopped its downward trend in 2021 Q2, a little earlier than anticipated, moving up
to 2.9 percent in June from 2.8 percent in March 2021. Its evolution reflected the
temporary effects of a substantial pick-up in consumer demand, especially in the
services segment, overlapping those linked with the rise in commodity prices, the
measures to prevent the coronavirus spread, as well as the upward adjustment of
short-term inflation expectations.
The latest forecast showed a higher path of the projected annual inflation rate over
the next two years, with the indicator being again revised considerably upwards in
the short term and to a lower extent in the latter part of the projection horizon.
The main uncertainties and risks to the inflation outlook stemmed from the evolution
of the pandemic and of the associated restrictive measures, given the resumed growth
in domestic infections and the marked slowdown in the pace of vaccination, as well
as the signs of a new pandemic wave amid the spread of the more contagious Delta
coronavirus variant. Among the sources of uncertainties and risks were also the
fiscal policy stance and the absorption of European funds, especially those under
the Next Generation EU programme. The labour market risks were associated with
the evolution of the epidemiological situation and the implications of the cessation
of government support programmes, whereas the synchronised uptrends in many
commodity prices were likely to accelerate global inflation.
Subsequently, the statistical data showed the pick-up in the annual CPI inflation
rate to 4.95 percent in July, from 3.94 percent in June, and to 5.25 percent in August,
exceeding significantly the upper bound of the variation band of the target and
running mildly above the forecast. The increase owed almost entirely to exogenous
CPI components, particularly the notable hike in natural gas and electricity prices in
July. The annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate went up to 3.0 percent in July, from
2.9 percent in June, and to 3.2 percent in August, rising slightly above the forecast.
Economic activity continued to expand in 2021 Q2, at a relatively slower quarterly
pace, but somewhat brisker than anticipated, moderately exceeding its pre-pandemic
level. The annual growth rate of the indicator was, however, steep. The main driver
was private consumption, its contribution being closely followed by that of the
change in inventories. A positive contribution, albeit much more modest, was made
8
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by gross fixed capital formation, in the context of renewed markedly faster growth
in new construction works. Furthermore, the negative contribution of net exports to
annual GDP dynamics decreased in Q2, given that the sharply faster change in exports
of goods and services, also amid a base effect, outpaced that in imports thereof. The
widening of the trade deficit accelerated, however, in annual terms, while the annual
dynamics of the current account deficit slowed down considerably versus Q1, against
the backdrop of the relative improvement in income balances.
In the NBR Board meeting of 5 October 2021, the latest assessments indicated the
outlook for the annual inflation rate to rise over the short time horizon to significantly
higher values than those anticipated previously, under the impact of supply-side
shocks. Determining factors referred to the renewed large hikes anticipated for
energy prices – especially the natural gas price – and, to a smaller extent, fuel prices.
The uncertainty factors identified previously remained relevant, with those arising
from the developments in the health crisis in the context of the new pandemic wave
and the dynamics of international commodity prices (especially energy and agri-food
prices) becoming relatively stronger.
Based on the data available at that time and in the context of the identified risks
and uncertainties, the NBR Board decided to increase the monetary policy rate to
1.5 percent per annum and to raise the deposit facility rate to 1 percent per annum
and the lending facility rate to 2 percent per annum. In addition, the NBR Board
underlined its aim to bring back and maintain the annual inflation rate in line with
the 2.5 percent ±1 percentage point flat inflation target, inter alia via the anchoring
of inflation expectations over the longer time horizon, in a manner conducive to
achieving sustainable economic growth in the context of the fiscal consolidation
process, while safeguarding financial stability. Furthermore, the NBR Board stated
that it stood ready to use its available instruments in order to achieve the overriding
objective regarding medium-term price stability.

Inflation outlook

Inflation forecast
10

annual change (%), end of period
multi-annual flat inflation
target: 2.5% ±1 pp
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Subsequent to the release of the August 2021
Inflation Report, the annual CPI inflation rate was
characterised by swift dynamics, especially amid
the materialisation of risks associated with the
fast‑paced rise in energy and other commodity
prices on both international and domestic markets.
Therefore, despite the authorities’ temporary
support extended to household consumers, which
will also be reflected in official price statistics,
the path of the annual inflation rate in the new
baseline scenario was adjusted significantly
upwards. Nevertheless, several interlinked sources
of uncertainty remain persistent, of which those
associated with public health and energy market
developments have been gaining momentum
recently. Against this background, relevant risks
9
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surround the future economic activity as well. Even though the high-frequency
indicators point to a further expansion of the economy in 2021 Q3 and Q4, there are
increasing signs of a marked slowdown. For this reason, until the medical situation
and energy market developments return to normality, downside risks to economic
activity and upside risks to price dynamics are seen prevailing further. Moreover,
should such woes persist, this would weigh on the trajectory of macroeconomic
variables over a longer horizon as well.
In the baseline scenario, the outlook for economic activity in the short run appears to
be increasingly dampened by the effects of the pandemic, given both the peculiarities
of the medical situation in Romania and the persistent vulnerabilities of global value
chains. Under the circumstances, excluding the favourable influence of this year’s
agricultural output (estimated contribution of around 1 percentage point to annual
growth), GDP dynamics were revised downwards for both 2021 and 2022. The major
driver of economic growth will further be household consumption. This will reflect
the sizeable recovery of momentum in 2020 H2, on the one hand, and the easing of
restrictions during 2021 Q3, which gave consumer demand in certain sub‑sectors
renewed impetus, on the other hand. At the same time though, the scenario
highlights the less favourable influence of the recent, and possibly future, mobility
restrictions imposed to contain the spread of the pandemic, with an impact also on
the pace of economic activity.
Gross fixed capital formation will be supported by the recent approval by the
European Commission and the Council of the European Union of Romania’s National
Recovery and Resilience Plan, as the final version of this document shows a largerthan-previously-assumed share of investment in total allocated funds. Moreover, the
baseline scenario also incorporates a larger amount of public funds for investment
expenditure, the impact of which is expected to persist also over the medium term.
Against this backdrop, gross fixed capital formation is foreseen to make robust
contributions to GDP growth over the next eight quarters.
Import and export dynamics are also expected to step up markedly. However, this
process could be slowed by constraints on global transport capacities or intermediate
goods production (e.g. microchips, with a notable impact on Romania’s automotive
industry). At the same time, imports of goods and services are seen posting brisk
annual growth rates, bolstered by both domestic aggregate demand components
and export dynamics. For this year, the further worsening of the trade deficit, along
with less favourable developments in the cumulative income balance, would imply
a more than 1 percentage point opening of the current account deficit compared to
5 percent of GDP in 2020. Over the medium term, although its evolution will benefit
from the expected progress of fiscal consolidation, the pace of economic recovery of
Romania’s trading partners and the early tackling of persistent structural problems in
the domestic economy will also be of the essence.
Economic activity recovered at a faster-than-expected pace in 2021 Q2, which also
implied a mild upward correction of the cyclical component (output gap). The GDP
deviation is projected to remain slightly above 1 percent in 2021 H2. Amid the
anticipated briskness of investment, with effects also on potential GDP, the output
10
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gap will show only a marginally upward profile over the medium term. In the short
run, both the evolution of the pandemic and the effects of disruptions in global
value chains weigh on the output gap, and, taken together, they entail a slowdown in
the recovery of domestic economic activity. Although the output gap dynamics are
significantly lower compared to the previous Report, especially over the medium term,
the excess demand emerging ever since the beginning of this year is expected to ease
the pass-through of the many supply shocks affecting firms’ production costs into
final prices of consumer goods.
After the release of the August 2021 Inflation Report, a number of considerable
upward risks to inflation materialised, mostly related to CPI basket components
whose prices are beyond the scope of monetary policy, in particular those of energy
(natural gas, electricity, and fuels). Stronger inflationary pressures also emerged and
are projected to linger in the case of annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate, which
is seen reaching 4.3 percent in December 2021, 3.9 percent in December 2022 and
3.3 percent in September 2023. For some of the determinants, in particular the
notable rise in the prices of energy but also of other commodities, it is currently
difficult to assess how long they will persist in the medium term. As for the fundamentals
underlying the adjusted CORE2 inflation, worth mentioning is chiefly the sharp
upward adjustment of inflation expectations by both economic agents and bank
analysts, with the highest readings likely to be reached in the coming months.
The synchronised nature of international supply-side shocks also led to rising
pressures from import prices. Conversely, the pressures associated with domestic
aggregate demand eased both their level and dynamics compared to the previous
Inflation Report, as the inflation differential between Romania and its trading partners
is likely to impact, over the medium term, the dynamics of real monetary conditions.
Annual CPI inflation rate is projected at 7.5 percent in December 2021, following
a temporary slowdown in the recent upward trend, amid the entry into force of
compensations for household users of electricity and natural gas, which will also
be captured by the CPI inflation rate over the period when these provisions apply
(November 2021 – March 2022). Subsequently, in April 2022, once these measures
have expired, the annual CPI inflation rate will reflect substantial hikes, reaching
8.6 percent in 2022 Q2, i.e. a peak of the forecast period. Thereafter, the CPI inflation
rate is projected to lose steam, down to 5.9 percent at end-2022 and 3.3 percent at
the projection horizon. Compared to the previous Inflation Report, this forecast stands
1.9 percentage points higher for December 2021 and 2.5 percentage points higher
for December 2022. The explanation for an overwhelming part of these revisions lies
with the growing contribution of consumer basket components beyond the scope of
monetary policy.
The NBR’s recent monetary policy stance was shaped in a prudent manner, in order
to bring the annual inflation rate back in line with the flat target of 2.5 percent
±1 percentage point and keep it there over the medium term, inter alia via the
anchoring of inflation expectations over the longer time horizon, in a manner
conducive to achieving sustainable economic growth in the context of the fiscal
consolidation process, while safeguarding financial stability.
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The risks that have materialised since the publication of the latest Inflation Report
(August 2021) were associated mainly with global energy market woes, with varying
degrees of transmission on local markets, depending on their profile, such as the
energy intensity of economies or recent labour market dynamics. The recent crisis
has overlapped with an intensification at European level of the transition to less
polluting configurations of economic sectors, resulting in hikes, sometimes of
considerable magnitude, in the prices of energy from fossil fuels. Moreover, given that
the public health crisis is still far from over, the interlinkage of multiple shocks, already
materialised or likely to materialise, may also impact economic activity dynamics.
Based on the available information at the cut-off date of this Inflation Report, the
balance of risks to the annual inflation rate projection is assessed to be tilted to the
upside compared to the path in the baseline scenario, especially in the short run. This
assessment takes into account how difficult it is, at this point, to infer the temporary
or, on the contrary, persistent nature of the recently materialised supply-side shocks
or the ones anticipated for the periods ahead.
Future developments in energy prices continue to pose the main risk to the annual
CPI inflation rate projection. The price configuration of these goods, namely how
they will be captured into official statistics, could be influenced by the weight of
compensations/price caps/subsidies in the total household assistance scheme and
by the timeframe over which they will be implemented. The configuration will also
depend on the speed of the future alignment with European standards for reducing
polluting energy sources, with a direct impact on retail energy prices for household
consumers. Over the near term, the dynamics of these markets are surrounded by
volatility.
A substantial source of risks continues to be the fiscal and income policy stance in terms
of fiscal consolidation measures. At the current juncture, measures have already been
adopted to mitigate the impact of both the sharp worsening of the epidemiological
situation and the hike in utility bills. Given that the need to adopt new fiscal initiatives,
tailored to the current and prospective economic situation, is not excluded, any
protraction of the ongoing political instability becomes worrisome, as this could entail
legislative bottlenecks. Any such protraction could put a drag on the pace of fiscal
consolidation also in the longer term, while Romania must comply with the stages of
the excessive deficit procedure, with adjustments due for completion in 2024.
Both externally and especially domestically, large uncertainties associated with the
evolution of the public health crisis remain amid the increased contagion of the
new viral strain (Delta) and the still slow immunisation of population in Romania.
Any persistent lagging behind of the medical situation in Romania compared to
that of Western European countries could induce asymmetries in terms of economic
recovery, with an impact on the medium-term growth potential of the economy
as well. By contrast, after the publication of the final version of Romania’s National
Recovery and Resilience Plan, the absorption of a high volume of European funds
could support the economy on several tiers: improving the current account deficit
financing from stable sources (NGEU), boosting investment in the medium term
or smoothing the transition to a growth pattern based to a larger extent on new
technologies, i.e. digitalisation and green economy.
12
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Monetary policy decision
Given the new significant worsening of the inflation outlook under the strong
impact of adverse supply-side shocks, as well as the related heightened uncertainties
and risks stemming from the fiscal policy stance, the absorption of EU funds and the
fourth wave of the pandemic, the NBR Board decided in its meeting of 9 November
2021 to increase the monetary policy rate by 0.25 percentage points to 1.75 percent
and to maintain firm control over money market liquidity. It was also decided to
extend the symmetric corridor of interest rates on standing facilities around the
policy rate to ±0.75 percentage points from ±0.50 percentage points, implying that
the lending (Lombard) facility rate will be raised to 2.50 percent from 2 percent, while
the deposit facility rate will be kept at 1.00 percent. Furthermore, the NBR Board
decided to maintain the existing levels of minimum reserve requirement ratios on
both leu- and foreign currency-denominated liabilities of credit institutions.
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Inflation developments
The annual CPI inflation rate reached 6.29 percent in September 2021
(+2.35 percentage points versus end-June), moving significantly away from
the upper bound of the variation band of the flat target (Chart 1.1). The
increase was primarily driven, the same as in Q1 and Q2, by the notable rise in
energy commodity prices, to which added higher costs for commodities and
other materials, as well as economic agents’ attempts to recover the losses
accumulated since the beginning of the crisis. The pass-through of these
pressures into consumer prices continued to be facilitated by the favourable
evolution of demand, amid the further easing of restrictions and the return to
consumer behaviours inhibited since the onset of the pandemic. Noteworthy
are, however, the absence of labour market pressures so far and the relatively
stable evolution of the EUR/RON exchange rate. Against this background,
adjusted CORE2 inflation, in its turn, picked up considerably from 2.9 percent
in June to 3.6 percent in September.

The contribution of energy prices (fuels, natural gas,
electricity) to the rise in the annual inflation rate
annual change (%)
8
during 2021 Q3 amounted to 1.5 percentage points,
with the hike in the natural gas price accounting for
half of that increase. In July2, this CPI component
6
saw a monthly change of 20 percent, given the
uptrend in wholesale natural gas prices, explained
4
primarily, up until that moment, by the global
economic recovery. Electricity prices also went up
(4.2 percent)3, wholesale price developments being
2
increasingly affected by the more expensive carbon
multi-annual flat inflation
target: 2.5% ±1 pp
dioxide emissions certificates. During 2021 Q3, the
0
upward trend of international energy prices became
particularly steep. Apart from the above-mentioned
-2
factors, this was driven, inter alia, by low gas storage
Jan.17 Jul.17 Jan.18 Jul.18 Jan.19 Jul.19 Jan.20 Jul.20 Jan.21 Jul.21
levels in Europe, reduced deliveries from the main
CPI
adjusted CORE2
CPI – average
natural gas exporters, as well as by a series of
Source: NIS, NBR
supply-side issues in the case of electricity (weather
conditions adverse to the production of renewable
energy, concurrently with temporary production halts in conventional power plants).
Specifically, in September, the wholesale price for both commodities on the European
markets, including Romania, was two-three times higher than at end-2020 (Chart 1.2).
Chart 1.1. Inflation developments

14

2

Gas supply contracts have an average duration of 12 months, the prices for most of them being updated in July, given that
the full liberalisation of the market took place in July 2020.

3

In the case of electricity, the increase was solely attributable to the universal service, which is updated every 6 months, while
most contracts on the competitive market are expected to see price hikes in January 2022, given the time of liberalisation
(January 2021) and an average contract duration of 12 months, the same as in the case of natural gas.
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Chart 1.2. Energy prices
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Chart 1.3. Contribution of energy to CPI inflation
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These hikes will also reflect in household consumers’
bills in the coming period, albeit only partly, given
the legislative measures adopted in SeptemberOctober for protecting households, especially
vulnerable energy consumers4.
In 2021 Q3, price increases also came from the fuels
component, attributable to the rise in motor fuel
prices and, unexpectedly, in firewood prices. The
latter have been following an upward path, amid
higher costs associated with alternative heating
methods, as well as the increasingly lower domestic
supply in recent years (due to the gradual tightening
of the relevant legislation). Looking at motor fuels,
the annual inflation rate picked up on the back of
both a moderate increase in the Brent oil price and a
slight depreciation of the domestic currency versus
the US dollar (Chart 1.3).
With regard to volatile food prices, the annual
growth rate of VFE prices entered positive territory
for the first time this year (3.9 percent at end-Q3).
Despite the good harvest, companies in this field
most likely tried to benefit from the emerging
strong demand (inter alia as a result of the
hospitality industry reopening) and to recover some
of the losses incurred after a year of price declines.

3

After relatively stabilising in the first part of the
year, i.e. hovering around 3 percent, the adjusted
1
CORE2 inflation rate witnessed a significant rise
in 2021 Q3, standing at 3.6 percent in September.
0
The favourable developments in demand, also
Fuels
Electricity
Natural gas
CPI
underpinned by the return to consumer behaviours
Share in the consumer basket:
inhibited since the onset of the pandemic, created a
8.75%
4.64%
3.09%
suitable environment for price increases, especially
Source: NIS, NBR calculations
amid the commodity price hikes in the first part
of the year, the disruptions in the supply chains
and the losses incurred by some economic agents when restrictive measures were
applied. In addition, the current period is marked by the considerable rise in energy
producer prices, the producer price index on the domestic market increasing by
approximately 30 percent in July-August. The effects are already spilling over to the
economy, the speed and scale of the pass-through depending on the energy intensity
of each activity (Box). Given the magnitude of the shock, the transmission coefficient
may even be higher than suggested by the estimates based on historical series,
2

3.25

4
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Law No. 226/2021 setting the social protection measures for vulnerable energy consumers, and GEO No. 118/2021 setting
an electricity and gas subsidy scheme for the 2021-2022 cold season, as subsequently amended and supplemented.
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and may even lead to a contraction in economic activity. For the time being, these
pressures are mitigated by the labour market remaining relatively loose on the whole
(despite the demand-supply mismatch in certain segments), taking into account the
modest dynamics of unit labour costs.
The rise in energy prices: its impact on inflation rate and economic activity
Energy is an essential resource for the day-to-day activity carried out by either
households or economic agents. Hence, the recent sizeable increase in energy
prices at European level will affect consumer price dynamics sooner or later, with
the broad-based advance in inflation rates EU-wide likely to indicate the start of
such adjustments. At the same time, concerns about the potential medium- and
long-term effects of these shocks have started to increase, entailing the risks of
de-anchoring economic agents’ inflation expectations and of a slower economic
recovery. Under the circumstances, this box aims to identify the causes of such
price hikes in the natural gas and electricity markets and their (structural or
transitory) nature, and to quantify the impact these increases will have on the
future price dynamics and economic growth in Romania.
What has happened in the energy market since mid-2021 and how persistent is
this shock?
As the restrictions imposed by the pandemic have started to be lifted and
economies have been fully reopened, the recovery of global activity has entailed
a swift growth of demand for natural gas used for electricity generation, as well
as for industrial purposes. During the summer, this situation was amplified by the
strong demand for electricity production on the back of heat waves, along with
the contraction in the output of electricity from alternative sources (hydro and
wind power) and supply constraints due to extreme weather events or extended
maintenance works (given the postponement of such works in the acute phases
of the pandemic). On the European market, an important driver of the quick rise
in natural gas prices (up to historical peaks, unlike the developments in other
regions) was an incidental factor, namely the low stock levels (about 77 percent in
October 2021, compared to approximately 95 percent in October 20205), caused by
a prolonged winter, with temperatures below the seasonal average. The effect was
enhanced by the impossibility of replenishing stocks during the summer, as the
major suppliers limited their natural gas deliveries due to either structural reasons
(the natural decline in production, the tendency to phase out coal-fired power
plants and the lower investment in fossil fuels in the context of decarbonisation,
the initiation of procedures to close the largest gas field in the Netherlands –
the main EU producer, the fiercer competition for liquefied natural gas from
Asian countries, as a result of the plan to reduce carbon emissions) or geopolitical
reasons (the dependence on imports of Russian gas and the related supply
issues). At the same time, the structure of the European gas market also played a
role in price growth, as contracts with prices set depending on the demand‑to-

5
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supply ratio have a prevailing share (i.e. 80 percent in 2020, to the detriment of oil
price‑linked contracts), which favours the faster transmission of market pressures.
In Romania, the situation was relatively the same, with a considerably lower
gas storage level than that reported in the previous year (about 74 percent in
October 2021 versus 95 percent a year ago); in addition, the domestic market has
also seen a natural decline in production, which led to higher imports in recent
years, thereby increasing the exposure to external shocks.
Chart A. Illustration of the uniform price-setting mechanism in the wholesale electricity market
Bid prices
120 GW
Natural gas – EUR 70

Consumption needs

100 GW
Coal – EUR 55
80 GW
Nuclear power – EUR 25
60 GW

If demand is 120 GW, the market equilibrium price
will be set at EUR 70.

Hydropower – EUR 15
40 GW
Wind power ~ EUR 0

If demand is 100 GW, the market equilibrium price
will be set at EUR 55.

20 GW
Photovoltaic power ~ EUR 0

Note: The bid price of each producer stands at the specific level of its marginal production cost, each producer receiving in the end
the market equilibrium price dictated by the last marginal unit needed to satisfy electricity demand.
Source: Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER), NBR calculations and estimates
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As regards the hike in electricity prices on the European markets in 2021 H2 and,
implicitly, on the Romanian market, it was mainly accounted for by the sizeable
increase in production costs for fossil fuel power
plants – in particular, the substantial advance
Chart B. Energy mix
in natural gas prices (up to five times as against
percent
the same year-ago period) and coal prices (by
0.3
3.3
6.5
10.4
approximately three times). Moreover, the higher
17.6
32.5
prices of carbon dioxide emissions certificates
25.5
30.0
11.5
further had an upward impact, following the
0.9
14.3
measures taken at European level to accelerate
14.9
36.0
the transition to a green economy (e.g., a steeper
14.7
reduction in the carbon emissions cap or the faster
59.6
backloading of excess allowances; ECB, 2021).
51.6
39.1
To these added the decrease in the electricity
31.6
output of hydro power plants and wind power
plants (caused by the scarce rainfall and lack of
2000
2021 − 7 months
2000
2021 − 7 months
wind), which thus had to be offset by electricity
EU-27
RO
generation in thermal power plants that were
fossil fuels
hydroelectric power plants
already facing problems related to production
wind power plants
nuclear power plants
costs. Ultimately, the exacerbated growth of
other sources
electricity prices reflects, inter alia, the specific
Source: Eurostat, NBR calculations
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price-setting mechanism in this market, amid the alignment of prices of all power
generating units with the marginal production cost of the last marginal unit to
satisfy electricity demand (Blume-Werry et al., 2021; Chart A). Although progress
has been made in recent decades EU-wide, the accommodation of demand from
polluting sources remains significant in the energy mix, including in Romania’s
case (Chart B).
Starting with the spring of 2022, after the end of the cold season, the markets
anticipate a relative price correction at European level, in view of an expected
improvement in the severe supply-demand imbalance that is currently manifest.
For instance, the futures prices of the TTF6 gas price index show that in 2022 H2
gas prices will drop by half from their historical peak recorded in October 2021
on the spot market. A similar picture is also seen in the electricity market, with
futures prices in some representative European economies (Germany, France, the
Netherlands, Italy, Spain) standing at around EUR 100/MWh in 2022, as compared to
current spot market prices of around EUR 200/MWh in October 2021. Nevertheless,
the prices of both natural gas and electricity for delivery in 2022 will remain
significantly higher (by 2.5-3 times) than those recorded in 2019, thus highlighting
the importance of factors with more persistent effects. At the same time, one cannot
rule out the protracted adverse influence of incidental factors, in the assumption
that the 2021-2022 cold season will also be longer and colder than usual.
Over a longer time horizon, the energy prices in Europe could stabilise at lower
levels, under the prevailing action of a structural factor, namely the faster
transition to a green economy at EU level. The process involves the swift increase
in the production of electricity from renewable sources (concurrently with the
electrification of households’ heating systems; EC, 2021), implying a lower impact
of higher production costs of electricity from fossil fuels (EC – DG Energy, 2021).
The transition is expected to be rather uneven, given the commitment of
European and national authorities to faster reduce greenhouse gas emissions
in the EU (down 55 percent by 2030 as against the 1990 level, compared to the
previous target of 40 percent). The strategy implies the more rapid phase-out
of fossil fuel plants, especially coal-fired power plants7, and the shifting of their
production to low-carbon sources such as nuclear power or the energy from
renewable sources (hydro, wind, solar power). Due to the volatility of electricity
output from renewable sources, the occurrence of supply-demand imbalances is
likely to generate new, large price fluctuations in the transition years. The National
Recovery and Resilience Plans have allocated significant amounts for investment
in renewable energy, other measures to facilitate the process being aimed at
increasing the integration of European electricity markets (through the expansion
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Title Transfer Facility (TTF) – the virtual trading point for natural gas in Rotterdam, the benchmark index in the European
market.

7

During the latest UN Climate Change Conference (COP26, 31 October – 12 November 2021), 190 states and organisations
committed to discourage investment in new coal-fired power plants and gradually phase out coal by 2030 in developed
economies and by 2040 in other countries.
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of interconnection capacities), developing reliable and affordable storage facilities
of renewable electricity at a much faster speed and enhancing the energy
efficiency at end-user level.
Impact on the inflation rate
Fluctuations in the wholesale prices of electricity and natural gas pass through into
the inflation rate both directly, via end-user prices, and indirectly, via production
costs of other goods and services in the consumer basket. These first-round effects
are seen as transitory, their impact on the annual inflation rate persisting for four
quarters in the case of direct effects and, sometimes, for a longer period in the case
of indirect effects, because the transmission of the rise in production costs into
prices is not always immediate nor linear. Subsequently, absent a monetary policy
reaction, sizeable price increases for a prolonged period could however affect
economic agents’ inflation expectations over the medium term, influencing their
price- and wage-setting behaviour in the future. These second-round effects are
more persistent in nature and can mark the trajectory of prices for a longer time
compared to first-round effects (Chart C).
Chart C. Transmission channels of the change in energy producer prices on the domestic market
into the change in consumer prices
Energy producer prices
(domestic market)
First-round
effects

Producer prices in consumer goods industry
(domestic market)

Consumer prices

Second-round
effects

Inflation expectations

Wages/net earnings

The easiest way to assess the extent to which energy prices impact household
consumers relies on the utility bill breakdown, the share of commodity costs
being approximately 70 percent for natural gas and about 50 percent for
electricity. On the back of the latest developments and of the burden of
commodity purchase costs, the main natural gas suppliers will implement price
increases of around 40 percent in October-November, at least in respect of
contracts for passive consumers8 who have already been notified thereof. For

8
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Over half of household consumers had not yet opted for an offer on the competitive market at mid-2021.
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electricity as well, the offers on the competitive market were approximately
30 percent higher in September 2021 than those specified in the contracts
concluded at the beginning of the year, which suggests that in January 2022
(when most contracts on this market are renegotiated) the hike will also be
reflected in the corresponding CPI component. Given the size of price increases
and the further tense situation on the energy markets, the authorities adopted
several measures to protect consumers, including vulnerable households.
In September, the Law on the protection of vulnerable energy consumers
(No. 226/2021) was adopted, whereby heating subsidies are granted during the
cold season to low-income consumers. Given that the implementation of the law
is assumed to be a lengthy process – the subsidies are granted after the
supporting documents are submitted and get the approval of the local
administration, followed by the notification of suppliers – Law No. 259/2021
approving GEO No. 118/2021 was adopted to cover the period from
November 2021 to March 2022. The compensations set by this law are linked
to consumption, being integrated directly into the utility bill of households (of
which around two thirds meet the eligibility criteria). For the trajectory of prices,
this compensation scheme essentially involves a redistribution of the price hike,
which will be partly covered by the state during winter, when consumption
is higher, whereas starting with April, the price will no longer be affected by
the support measures and will return to the level stipulated in the contracts.
Apart from the direct effects, proportional to the share of energy components
in the CPI basket (electricity – 4.6 percent and natural gas – 3.1 percent), the
shock on the energy market will pass through into the annual inflation rate
also via production costs, as energy is an input in the manufacturing process,
along with commodities, materials, labour. The more energy intensive the
production process, the greater the impact, the most exposed sub-sectors being
the intermediate goods or capital goods industries. As for consumer goods
industries, which directly affect final prices, the share of energy expenses varies
between 1 and 3 percent, according to the balance sheet data available for
2020. This approach is however incomplete, as it does not take into account the
energy consumption along the production chain for the manufacture of the
other production factors. Specifically, if the indirect energy consumption of the
upstream sectors of the production chain is added to the direct consumption,
the shares vary from under 5 percent in the production of food items and
wearing apparel to around 7 percent for pharmaceuticals and manufacture of
furniture, and over 8 percent for household appliances9. Looking at services to
households, the energy intensity is lower for education and medical services
(i.e. under 3 percent), slightly higher in the hospitality industry (approximately
4 percent) and significantly higher for courier and tourism services (over
7 percent; Chart D).

9
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Calculations based on the input-output table (the latest available data refer to 2015).
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Chart D. Energy intensity in industry (direct and indirect effects)
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In order to quantify the extent to which a shock in energy producer prices on the
domestic market passes through to final consumer prices, a series of VECM (vector
error correction models) were estimated. The estimation involved two stages.
The first focused on the transmission of energy producer prices on the domestic
market (IPPIdm energy) into industrial producer prices for consumer goods (IPPIdm
consumer goods). The second referred to the latter’s pass-through into final prices,
using a core inflation measure that ensures the best correspondence between the
structure of industrial sub-sectors and that of the consumer basket, i.e. adjusted
CORE2 excluding services, net of the first-round effects of VAT rate changes10. In
the case of the first channel (IPPIdm energy – IPPIdm consumer goods), the estimates

10
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See Box 1. “The Pass-Through of Industrial Producer Prices on the Domestic Market to Consumer Prices” published in the
November 2017 Inflation Report.
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indicate a transmission of approximately 4 percent of the initial shock of IPPIdm
energy into the change in IPPIdm consumer goods over one year. Further, the
change in IPPIdm consumer goods is estimated to pass through into core inflation in
a proportion of approximately 50-70 percent over the same time horizon. Overall,
cumulating the estimated effects, a scenario assuming a 20 percent increase
in IPPIdm energy would generate an impact of approximately 0.4-0.6 percentage
points on core inflation over one year. The result reflects not only indirect
first‑round effects via production costs, but also second-round effects via economic
agents’ expectations. Given the magnitude of the shock affecting economic
activity, economic agents may transfer the pressure on costs into final prices even
more rapidly and to a greater extent compared to what econometric models show,
based on historical data series.
In the case of a one-off shock of limited size, the transmission via economic agents’
inflation expectations is expected to have a relatively low impact (e.g. referring
to the previously described shock on IPPIdm energy, the impact via this channel
would be of approximately 0.1 percentage points). However, in the current context,
characterised by recurrent supply-side shocks of a large magnitude – associated
with changes in both energy and agri-food commodity prices, as well as with
disruptions in global production and supply chains –, a potential worsening
of medium-term inflation expectations could generate significant second-round
effects, assuming that no monetary policy action was taken to prevent them.
Impact on economic activity
The increase in energy prices and in prices for other commodities and materials
will also have a contractionary impact on real GDP dynamics over the coming
periods, with effects anticipated to persist for at least a while. Among the
relevant transmission channels of these shocks, worth noting are those related to
households’ real disposable income and to firms’ available investment funds, given
that energy inputs are difficult to substitute for other production factors, at least
in the short and medium term. The cumulated impact of higher energy prices on
real GDP dynamics is projected at approximately -0.4 percentage points in the next
two years, and its magnitude is contingent upon the hypotheses adopted11 and
the information available at the release date of this Report. The shocks are foreseen
to affect both the cyclical component (output gap), primarily as a result of lower
domestic aggregate demand, and potential GDP dynamics.
The developments in household consumption, already riddled with uncertainties
surrounding the health situation outlook, are expected to be hampered by
the impact of hikes in energy prices on households’ disposable income12. The
worsening trajectory of investments, which showed, however, notable resilience
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For example, the set of elasticities estimated with the help of the NBR’s model for analysis and medium-term forecasting
(MAMTF) that are employed, inter alia, in substantiating adverse scenarios.

12

A case in point is the rise in oil prices, which affects consumption via direct and indirect channels. See, for instance, the ECB
reference, 2018.
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in the pandemic context, translates into smaller capital investment and efficiency
losses in the use of production factors, affecting potential GDP dynamics. The latter
would also be influenced by the economy’s lower capacity to create new jobs.
The slower investment could result in a weaker activity of several key economic
sectors (e.g. industrial production), inter alia as a result of higher production costs
generated by energy prices. In their turn, exports of goods and services, already
hit by the persistent disruptions in supply chains, are expected to reflect the
difficulties of exporting companies caused by the increase in production costs
(with an impact on external price competitiveness) and the decline in investment
funds (with adverse effects on productivity). The dynamics of imports of goods and
services are also envisaged to mirror domestic demand shocks, as well as shocks on
exports of goods and services. However, imports could increase their market share
for certain goods segments where domestic producers would be more affected by
higher energy prices than their foreign competitors (with access to more energy
efficient technologies).
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The breakdown shows that food items had the most significant contribution to the
step-up in core inflation, with the annual growth rate of food prices going up to
4.4 percent in September versus 3.5 percent in June (Chart 1.4). This trend characterised
all the important processed food groups (bakery products, vegetable oils, meat, dairy
products) and reflected the robust demand (inter alia as a result of the hospitality
industry reopening), as well as the hike in agri-food commodity prices. Despite a
particularly bountiful domestic harvest in 2021, local prices aligned with international
prices, whose trajectory was attributable to the strong dynamics of global demand
for food items, concurrently with the worsening outlook. Market services also recorded
faster annual price dynamics (+1 percentage point to 3.6 percent). However, in
this case, the main driver was idiosyncratic, namely the substantial rise in prices of
compulsory motor third-party liability insurance policies, as a result of the market exit
of the supplier charging the lowest prices, its bankruptcy being followed by a series of
consecutive price hikes implemented by the remaining active insurance companies.
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Chart 1.4. Adjusted CORE2 inflation components
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Chart 1.5. Expectations on price developments
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Beside this particular case, the annual growth rate of prices of some market services
picked up slightly, as these sub-sectors benefited from the easing of restrictions and
restored confidence: public food services, cultural and leisure services. As for non-food
prices, the annual pace of increase was more moderate (+0.3 percentage points to
2.8 percent), mainly reflecting demand-side influences.
In 2021 Q3, economic agents in all business sectors adjusted upwards their
expectations on short-term price developments to values close to the historical
highs of the available series (Chart 1.5). Financial analysts’ inflation expectations also
deteriorated, as the anticipated inflation rate over a one-year horizon exceeded in
October the upper bound of the variation band
of the target for the first time in eight years; over
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EU average

The average annual CPI inflation rate continued
to advance in the period under review, in
September 2021 reaching 3.6 percent for the
indicator calculated based on the national
methodology and to 2.9 percent for that calculated
in accordance with the harmonised structure
(+0.7 percentage points and +0.5 percentage
points respectively compared to end-2021 Q2).
As the rise in average annual inflation was slightly
larger at EU level, Romania marginally narrowed
the gap to the EU average, yet remains among
the Member States with the highest average HICP
inflation (ranking third behind Hungary and Poland)
(Chart 1.6).
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At end-2021 Q3, the annual CPI inflation rate stood 1 percentage point above the
level anticipated in the August 2021 Inflation Report, with all the main components
contributing to the forecast error. Behind the size of this error stood primarily the
difficulty to capture accurately the effects on the forecast variables exerted by the
frequency and magnitude of the shocks that have affected economic activity lately.
Among the developments in very specific items that had a material impact were
the following: the strong increase in prices of compulsory motor third-party liability
insurance policies, higher cigarette prices (without a hike in excise duties), as well as
the atypical rise in firewood prices during summer.
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2.

Economic developments
1. Demand and supply
In 2021 Q2, GDP grew at a slightly slower pace (1.9 percent in quarterly
terms), yet this was due to the negative impact exerted by the decline
in agricultural output on household consumption. Leaving aside this
component, domestic absorption continued to expand, while net external
demand had a lower erosion impact on real GDP dynamics, mainly as
imports slowed down amid the modest performance of industry (Chart 2.1).
Economic activity will probably stay on an upward path in the period ahead,
with the agricultural sector making a significant contribution thereto, while
most other sectors will be affected by the persistent disruptions in the
supply and production chains worldwide, by higher costs, as well as by the
uncertainty surrounding the fourth pandemic wave (Chart 2.2).

Chart 2.1. Contributions to economic growth*
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The contraction in household final consumption (down by 2.6 percent, quarterly
change) in the period from April to June was ascribable to the components
associated with developments in the agricultural sector13 – the less favourable
weather conditions in the first part of the year delayed the harvesting of main
crops, a trend expected to revert in the following quarter. Conversely, purchases
of goods and services picked up momentum (to around 6.5 percent from Q1).
A significant contribution came from trade in food items, fuelled by the large retailers’
13
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Self-consumption, home industry and purchases on the agri-food market.
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Chart 2.2. GDP and economic sentiment*
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Chart 2.3. Trade turnover of goods and
services and agriculture*
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constant efforts to expand the store network and
digitalise operations (with a favourable effect on
productivity). The easing of restrictions on leisure
activities, amid the improvement in the pandemic
situation, led to a step-up in purchases of clothing,
footwear, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics, as well
as in market services to households (particularly
accommodation and food service activities, and
tourism), Chart 2.3.
While these segments stuck to an upward trend
during summer, the expectations for 2021 H2 in
trade and services as a whole hint at slower
dynamics, given that the recent hikes in prices for
consumer goods and the higher utility bills during
winter make households more cautious with respect
to the management of their expenses. The renewed
tightening of mobility restrictions, on the back of
the particularly aggressive new pandemic wave, will
have a similar influence. The July-August data on the
turnover of trade and services confirm this outlook
(approximately 4 percentage point deceleration in
the quarterly growth rate). The trajectory was
induced especially by automotive sales which, after
the sustained increases seen in 2021 H1 (over
13 percent versus 2020 H2), dropped by 4.2 percent
as compared to the Q2 average, due inter alia to a
relatively lower interest in the car fleet renewal
programme and to the supply-side issues stemming
from the worldwide shortage of semiconductors.
Moreover, the purchases of furnishings have been
also on the wane, the higher costs of international
freight transport, in addition to certain supply chain
bottlenecks, acting as a major deterrent of supply
and entailing a series of price hikes.

durables
non-durables
market services to households
GVA in agriculture (rhs)
trade in goods and services (rhs)

In 2021 Q2, the general government budget
execution led to a deficit of lei 19.2 billion,
i.e. 1.6 percent of GDP, well below that posted in the
same year-ago period (lei 27.1 billion or 2.6 percent
*) seasonally adjusted data series
of GDP), under the impact of the pandemic crisis and
**) Jul.-Aug.
Source: NIS, NBR calculations
the related measures. Compared to Q114, however,
the budget deficit recorded an increase, albeit far
more moderate than those recorded in previous years. This was attributable to
the rise in total budget expenditure15 – due mostly to certain current expenditure
14

When the negative balance of the budget stood at lei -14.6 billion (or 1.2 percent of GDP).

15

In real terms, however, its pace of increase further slowed down (to 4.7 percent, from 7.9 percent in the previous quarter).
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components16, but also to capital expenditure17 – which exceeded the advance in total
budget revenues18. Apart from larger disbursements from the EU, this advance also
reflected increased receipts of certain tax revenues (VAT, excise duties, and wage and
income taxes) as well as social security contributions19.
Chart 2.4. Investment*
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The budget execution continued to improve in
2021 Q3, given that the deficit witnessed a stronger
narrowing than in the same year-earlier period
(to lei 10.5 billion or 0.9 percent of GDP)20, amid the
decline in total budget expenditure and the further
rise in revenues compared to the previous quarter.
Specifically, the cumulative budget deficit for
January-September 2021 went up to lei 44.3 billion
(3.8 percent of GDP), well below the reading posted
in the same year-ago period (lei 67.3 billion or
6.4 percent of GDP).
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Gross fixed capital formation stayed on an
upward path in Q2 (2.4 percent as against the first
quarter of 2021), due mainly to purchases of ICT
*) according to ESA 2010, seasonally adjusted data series
products (equipment and software), Chart 2.4.
**) including R&D, ownership transfer services, geological
Investment will probably continue to post positive
works, other intellectual property rights
Source: Eurostat, NBR calculations
dynamics, as Romania’s economy has further
benefited from substantial direct investment21
and is allocated considerable non-repayable funds under both the EU Multiannual
Financial Framework concluded recently (with funds absorbed in a proportion of
55 percent by mid-October) and that initiated this year, as well as under the Next
Generation EU22 (Chart 2.5). Nevertheless, a step-up in investment is little likely to
occur in the following period, given that the performance of the domestic economy
(and implicitly that of capital investment of companies and households) will be
further affected by the global rise in commodity prices, the higher transportation
costs and supply disruptions.
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16

Including expenditure for projects financed from non-repayable external funds (the impact of their growth on the budget
balance being nevertheless mostly offset by the relatively similar developments in disbursements from the EU), interest
expenses (whose real annual dynamics remained negative), spending on goods and services, as well as other expenditure.
By contrast, staff costs were only marginally higher, and their real annual change continued to decrease, falling into negative
territory.

17

An opposite impact was exerted by the slight decline in social security spending, whose real annual dynamics became
negative as a result of the base effect associated with the furlough benefits granted in the same year-ago period.

18

At the same time, total budget revenues stepped up their real annual pace of increase (to 18.1 percent from 15.2 percent) –
inter alia on account of the ongoing base effect associated with the tax benefits granted in 2020 amid the
COVID-19 pandemic and the state of emergency declared in this context –, and implicitly widened their positive gap versus
the dynamics of total budget expenditure.

19

All the components mentioned also recorded faster real annual growth rates.

20

In 2020 Q3, the general government budget deficit dropped to lei 22.1 billion (2.1 percent of GDP).

21

January through August 2021, inflows in the form of equity of FDI companies (reinvestment of earnings included) peaked at
EUR 3.8 billion, reaching a post financial crisis high. Moreover, intercompany lending saw a trend reversal, reporting net
inflows of around EUR 600 million (as compared to net outflows of almost EUR 1 billion in 2020).

22

The European Commission approved Romania’s National Recovery and Resilience Plan on 27 September, while the first
funds (pre-financing worth of EUR 1.3 billion) will probably be disbursed in November.
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Chart 2.5. Direct investment and absorption rate of EU investment funds
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Construction investment fell slightly in quarterly terms (down by 0.4 percent)23 and
it is not expected to pick up in the following months, given the cost recovery issues
facing construction companies, amid the increase in the prices of building materials,
due inter alia to scarce inventories. The longer delivery times of inputs and the great
differences between actual and pre-contract prices may further hinder the ongoing
projects and even lead to the delay in starting new projects. This trend will probably
be stronger in the case of construction of buildings (financed particularly from
private sources), as also suggested by the visible
deterioration in the confidence of construction
Chart 2.6. Signals on prospects for construction*
companies (during Q3, the EC‑DG ECFIN indicator in
indices, 2018 Q1=100
balance of answers (%); points
40
construction hit a low since the beginning of 2021,
i.e. -13 points), Chart 2.6. Apart from the negative
20
supply-side influences, the residential segment will
also be eroded by the slowdown in households’
0
purchasing power, which lowers the likelihood
of authorised projects to materialise (despite the
-20
substantial rise in the related floor area over the past
12 months). Moreover, the recovery of investment in
-40
non-residential buildings is plagued with uncertainty,
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especially in the office property segment (where
the uncertainty surrounding the telework/physical
cost of building materials
price expectations (rhs)
presence ratio in the future working model extends
confidence indicator – buildings (rhs)
the state of expectancy among developers with
confidence indicator – civil engineering works (rhs)
regard to starting new projects), as well as in the
*) seasonally adjusted data series
commercial property segment, where no large area
Source: NIS, EC-DG ECFIN, NBR calculations
spaces are announced to be delivered by year‑end
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(the small-sized properties being prevalent). However, market signals are further
bright for the logistic segment, which may help Romania in the future strengthen its
position as a hub for South-East Europe. Civil engineering construction companies
also encountered project development problems (May through August, the volume
of works stood 15 percent below the average for January-April 2021). However, the
situation will see an improvement in the last part of the year, as companies involved in
projects financed entirely or partly from public sources could request in September an
adjustment in contract values in line with the change in prices for building materials24.
Equipment purchases (except for ICT products) lost momentum from the first quarter
of the year, but their volume exceeded by over 10 percent the average for 2020 Q3
and Q4, the companies’ concerns reflecting further the priorities emerged after
the outbreak of the pandemic crisis – enhancement of automation and the cut in
the energy consumption of technological processes, the expansion of green energy
production capacities and the car fleet renewal of transport companies.
Amid the gradual improvement of the global economic sentiment, exports of goods
continued on a moderately upward path in Q2. However, a step-up is not envisaged for
the following months, given the global microchip shortage. The sluggish activity in the
local industrial sector reflected in a slower import growth. This evolution may persist,
due inter alia to the slowdown in consumer demand, which will lead to a further
smaller negative impact of net external demand on GDP dynamics (which dropped to
half, i.e. -1.9 percentage points versus Q1).
Chart 2.7. Exports*
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In 2021 Q2, the volume of exports of goods expanded by 0.7 percent (quarterly
change), chiefly on account of sales of intermediate and consumer goods (swifter
growth rates being reported in the manufacture of wood, manufacture of rubber
24
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According to Government Ordinance No. 15/31 August 2021 regulating some fiscal and budgetary measures.
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and plastic products, light industry and building materials). Conversely, the external
turnover growth slowed down in electrical equipment and machinery and equipment
sub-sectors, whereas exports of motor vehicles and motor parts remained flat from
the first quarter (Chart 2.7). Imports of goods advanced by 1 percent in quarterly
terms, losing momentum from the previous period, on the back of all main categories,
except for consumer goods (Chart 2.8).
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The disequilibrium in the balance on trade in goods was further the main channel
for the widening of the current account deficit, which exceeded EUR 10 billion in the
period from January to August 2021 (Chart 2.9). An additional contribution came from
the reinvestment of earnings of FDI companies,
amid the improved economic performance recorded
Chart 2.9. Current account and main components
this year. These inflows (in amount of EUR 2.7 billion)
balance, EUR bn.
are the most significant source of current account
deficit financing from non-debt creating flows and
the prospects are favourable, given the moderately
positive dynamics of the local economy anticipated
for 2021 H2. As for the second source, inflows to
the capital account, the January-August cumulative
value went down to EUR 1.7 billion, yet optimistic
signals have emerged in this case as well, if taking
8 months 2020
8 months 2021
into account the substantial EU funds allocated
goods
current account
reinvested earnings*
to Romania starting this year for the purpose of
EU fund absorption** dividends* workers’ remittances
financing certain investment projects. Apart from
freight transport
ICT
the direct contribution to the autonomous financing
services rendered for producing goods under processing
of current account, these flows have to potential to
arrangements
stimulate new direct investment, a pick-up in the
*) FDI companies
**) recorded in income accounts
projects financed from these sources (particularly
Source: NBR
for the improvement of infrastructure, transition to
the green economy, digitalisation) reflecting also in
the increased attractiveness of the local economy.
Chart 2.10. Labour productivity in the economy
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-50

Labour productivity
April through June 2021, labour productivity in
the economy further rose at a moderate pace,
i.e. 0.3 percent quarter on quarter, slightly weaker
than in Q1. Yet, the slowdown largely mirrored some
incidental factors that left their mark on the activity
in agriculture and industry – the harvesting delays
and the shortage of electronic microcomponents
respectively –, both sectors benefiting however
from a number of ongoing investments that offer
positive prospects for medium-term productivity.
In fact, economy-wide investment reported
favourable dynamics in 2021 Q2 as well, special
mention deserving the higher expenditure on the
ICT component – both software and equipment –,
which is suggestive of further digitalisation,
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a process that has gathered pace since the onset of the pandemic. Nevertheless, the
positive effect of these investments on labour productivity is seen gradually,
the potential of the new technologies being taken full advantage of progressively,
as the labour force manages to assimilate and use them effectively (Chart 2.10).
In comparison with Q1, labour productivity in
industry declined in 2021 Q2 and the first part
fixed base, Jan. 2020=100
160
of Q3, chiefly following the supply-side constraints
that triggered the contraction in activity in the
140
automotive industry and partially in some related
120
industries (Chart 2.11). The shortage of electronic
assemblies compelled the main manufacturers
100
in this sector to halt their activity for several days
80
over the quarter, the situation being expected
to persist at least until the end of the year.
60
Nonetheless, manufacturing continues to benefit
from the fast pace of household demand, the
40
J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A
industries producing consumer goods (particularly
2020
2021
non-durables, which are less hit by the crisis
intermediate goods industry
of components) posting the swiftest dynamics
capital gods industry
durables industry
in the period under review. In spite of some
non-durables industry
important investment projects being implemented
Source: NIS
in significant sectors such as the industries
manufacturing building materials, electrical
equipment, other transport means or base metals, the prospects in industry remain
subdued for the forthcoming period, amid the persistence of bottlenecks in global
value chains. Productivity gains may arise in the future from manufacturers that
have recently shown a growing interest in investing in their own cogeneration plants
to produce energy, given the increasingly burdensome costs for this resource.
Chart 2.11. Labour productivity in manufacturing

Labour market developments
July through August 2021, labour market conditions
remained favourable as compared with Q2.
Nevertheless, economic agents have shown less
optimism, which may be attributed to concerns
about the worsening health and economic situation
in the last part of the year. The annual growth rate
of wages remains below the pre-crisis level, yet the
deterioration of inflation expectations might put
future pressure, amid the renegotiation of contracts
at the beginning of the year.
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The annual dynamics of the number of employees
economy-wide further followed an upward trend
in July-August 2021, climbing to 1.6 percent (from
1.3 percent in 2021 Q2). Increases in payrolls were
observed in almost all economic sectors, the areas
favoured by the pandemic context (healthcare, IT,
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postal and courier services) or construction, where activity was supported by the
residential projects under way, witnessing a swift pace of hiring. Accommodation and
food service activities also recorded positive developments, the number of employees
rising near the pre-pandemic level. By contrast, industry further performs modestly,
the number of employees stabilising at a threshold lower than that posted before the
outbreak of the health crisis, whereas only few sub-sectors reported noticeably larger
payrolls than the said level: the manufacture of electrical equipment, non-metallic
mineral products and pharmaceutical products (Chart 2.12).
The capacity of the economy to create jobs was further relatively low, also on the
background of the advance in automation and digitalisation, the job vacancy rate
remaining flat in 2021 H1, while both unemployment rates have embarked on a
downward path since the beginning of the year. Specifically, the ILO unemployment
rate25 fell from 5.9 percent in 2021 Q1 to 5.3 percent in Q2 and the latest monthly
data point to its standing at approximately 5.2 percent in July-August. At the same
time, the registered unemployment rate dropped to 2.9 percent July through
August 2021 (from 3.2 percent in Q2 and 3.3 percent in Q1 respectively), once with
the end of the period of maximum 12 months during which unemployment
benefits were granted to the persons affected
by the COVID-19 crisis a year ago.
Chart 2.13. Companies' expectations on the
number of employees in the next 3 months*
The signals on labour demand have remained
balance of answers, points;
relatively favourable for the latter part of 2021.
deviation from the long-term average
15
Nevertheless, optimism among economic agents
10
is diminishing, likely due to their concern about
a
possible worsening of the health situation in
5
the last part of the year and, consequently, tighter
0
restrictions, as well as to supply bottlenecks and the
-5
rise in commodity prices and utilities costs – all these
being factors which limit activity. Thus, the DG ECFIN
-10
indicator on the number of employees stood at
-15
107.2 points in September, down by 6 points from
-20
the high recorded in April 2021 (Chart 2.13). Looking
-25
ahead, the aggravation of the epidemiological
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situation might have consequences also on labour
2018
2019
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2021
supply, which is already marked by chronic structural
total economy
construction
deficiencies. Relevant in this respect are the results
retail trade
manufacturing
services
of the latest Manpower Employment Outlook
Survey, which continue to place Romania among
*) seasonally adjusted data series
the countries in which the companies facing a
Note: The long-term average refers to the period from
June 2002 to September 2021.
shortage of skilled/trained workforce account for an
Source: NIS, EC-DG ECFIN, NBR calculations
overwhelming share (almost 80 percent).
The annual growth rate of average gross wage earnings economy-wide decelerated
July through August 2021 to 6.1 percent from 9.6 percent in Q2, its path being strongly
25
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The indicator is further affected by the methodological changes implemented at the EU level with a view to harmonising
data series across Member States, so that the readings for 2021 are not comparable with those available for previous years.
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influenced by the impact of government’s labour retention programmes over the
past year. Adjusting for the effect of these measures, the dynamics of wages actually
covered by companies (which remained however below the levels recorded in the
pre-pandemic years) stepped up slightly, underpinned by the positive developments
in labour productivity. The less favourable labour market conditions in the previous
quarters further exerted opposite influences. At the same time, the direct and
demonstration effects stemming from the public sector diminished substantially.
In this case, the annual growth rate of wages fell into negative territory, the slowdown
ascribable to the decision to cap wages at end-2020 being amplified by the authorities’
discontinuation of the granting of vacation vouchers and, probably, by the lower
incentives paid in the healthcare sector to the staff involved in treating patients
infected with SARS-CoV-2 and/or in the vaccination of the population (Chart 2.14).
Chart 2.14. Contribution of determinants to the dynamics of the average gross wage economy-wide26
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2. Import prices and producer prices
on the domestic market
The rise in international prices of main commodities in the first half of 2021
continued into July-August, amid surges in energy prices. The latter made
a decisive contribution to the significant jump in import prices and producer
prices on the domestic market. Further pressures came also from agri-food
commodities, despite the bumper local crops, due to the less favourable
estimates worldwide. In the period ahead, additional pressures could stem
from unit labour costs, given that these are already visible in some industries.
26

34

The average gross wage economy-wide and labour productivity were adjusted by excluding furloughed employees and the
related benefits paid by the government in 2020 Q2, as well as the amounts paid by the government in 2020 Q3 to reactivate
employment contracts suspended during the state of emergency (41.5 percent of gross wage). Labour productivity and
the ILO unemployment rate were adjusted for the impact of the methodological change to employment implemented at
the beginning of 2021.
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2.1. Import prices
In 2021 Q3, commodity prices remained on an upward path, given the developments
in the energy sector. From a quarterly perspective, energy commodity prices increased
further, the corresponding index calculated by the World Bank rising by more than
16 percent quarter on quarter, hence their annual growth rate exceeding 90 percent.
Behind this stood mainly the uptrend in natural gas and coal prices amid the strong
electricity demand coupled with a supply shortage caused by the lower electricity
output from renewable sources. In Europe, natural gas prices reached all‑time highs
due to a number of factors, namely: (i) the shift in focus towards the use of gas for
electricity generation (instead of coal) in the context of the decarbonisation strategy
promoted at EU level, (ii) the scarce stocks, (iii) the squeeze on supply from the major
players (Russia, Norway, the Netherlands) and (iv) the high demand for liquefied natural
gas from Asian countries. The Brent oil price posted a moderate uptrend, i.e. a 6-percent
quarterly hike following an advance of more than 13 percent in 2021 Q2. Nevertheless,
early October saw oil prices bounce above the USD 80/barrel threshold, as a result of
the OPEC+ decision not to raise the agreed output limits to boost production and of the
hurricanes that temporarily affected production facilities in the US.
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The slower dynamics of industrial activity, against the backdrop of bottlenecks in
production chains (the semiconductor crisis, as well as the shipping crisis), and the
stronger US dollar were conducive to a mild deceleration in the annual growth rate
of the industrial metal price index calculated by the World Bank, which nevertheless
remained robust (46 percent). The developments in the energy sector have had
mixed influences on the trajectory of various metal prices, the energy-intensive and
polluting production being deterred by both rising prices and the authorities’
efforts to reduce pollution. Specifically, the sharp decline in the (very polluting)
steel production, also coupled with the construction slowdown in China (amid
efforts to reform the financial system), has led demand and hence prices for iron
ore to plummet. By contrast, the contraction in
the manufacture of aluminium (one of the most
Chart 2.15. International commodity prices
energy‑intensive industries) has made its prices
annual change (%)
soar (the trend being compounded by the bauxite
supply concerns amid the political crisis in Guinea).
The prices of other metals, such as nickel, zinc or
lithium, used primarily in the electronics industry,
have remained close to their historical highs.
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The annual growth rate of FAO Food Price Index
moderated in July-September 2021, but remained
at a high level (above 33 percent) due to robust
demand (Chart 2.15). Developments over the last part
of the quarter indicate potentially faster dynamics in
some segments (grains, oleaginous plants and sugar),
considering the reassessment of crop prospects
amid various adverse weather conditions, such as
drought and frost in Brazil, hurricanes in the US, and
heavy rainfall in some parts of Europe.
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The broad-based rise in commodity prices in 2021 H1 also passed through into the
unit value index of imports, which consolidated its uptrend in 2021 Q2 (up by
6.3 percentage points from 2021 Q1, to 107.2 percent), reflecting stronger upward
pressures from import prices. Metals and energy products recorded the largest
increases, the unit value indices for these groups of goods picking up significantly.
Moreover, external prices for food items have continued to exert pressures, with meat,
fats and sugar being the main drivers of this trend.

2.2. Producer prices on the domestic market
Chart 2.16. Industrial producer prices
on the domestic market
annual change (%)
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The annual dynamics of industrial producer
prices on the domestic market further followed
a strong upward path, reaching 16.4 percent in
July-August 2021 (up by 6 percentage points from
2021 Q2). This owed primarily to the large hikes in
energy commodity prices, in particular electricity
and natural gas prices, which underpinned the
notable advance in energy producer prices and
were quickly passed through into the prices of
other categories of goods, especially in the
energy‑intensive industries (Chart 2.16). The NIS/
DG ECFIN survey for September 2021 shows that
the current trends will continue into the next period,
the balance of answers for the anticipated price
developments rising by more than 8 percentage
points compared to July‑August 2021.

energy (rhs)

The group of energy producer prices recorded the
highest increase (29.7 percent, +11.1 percentage
points versus Q2), making the largest contribution to the step-up in the annual
dynamics of industrial producer prices. This mirrors the steep uptrend in electricity
and natural gas commodity prices. In their case, alongside external factors, there are
also local factors exerting an influence: the scarce stocks27 and the natural decline in
domestic output that contribute to the rise in gas imports; the low domestic supply
of electricity (from both hydro and wind power plants, due to adverse weather
conditions, as well as from thermal and nuclear power plants that were affected by
incidental disruptions).

Source: NIS, Eurostat

Faster growth rates were reported also for intermediate goods (up by 7 percentage
points, to 16.9 percent) and capital goods (up by 2.8 percentage points, to
6.8 percent). The influence of higher energy prices (given the more energy-intensive

27
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With the liberalisation of the market, suppliers have been exempted from the minimum stock requirement, and the stored
gas volumes are well below the previous year’s levels, accounting for around 50 percent of the total storage capacity in
July‑August 2021 (compared to over 80 percent in the same year-ago period).
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production of these goods) was compounded by the elevated transportation costs
and the larger increase in some commodity prices (aluminium and wood28).
The annual growth rate of producer prices for consumer goods continued to go up
as well (by 0.6 percentage points, to 5.3 percent), mainly on account of food items
(meat products playing a decisive part). This was also the result of some favourable
base effects in the pharmaceutical industry, induced by the surge in prices for these
products during the same year-ago period. Despite an alleviation of inflationary
pressures in the pigmeat segment amid higher supply at EU level (following China’s
ban on imports from Germany), price increases for other categories of meat, in
particular poultry (in the context of bird flu cases in numerous European countries),
along with the rise in utility costs, are a source of pressure for producers of meat
products. At the same time, the favourable domestic demand conditions facilitate the
pass-through of these increases into prices.
Chart 2.17. Agricultural producer prices
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In July-August 2021, the annual change in agricultural
producer prices accelerated by 1.8 percentage
points versus the Q2 average, to 8.1 percent.
The trend was visible for the price dynamics of
both vegetal products (up by 1.2 percentage
points, to 9.4 percent) and animal products (up by
1.6 percentage points, to 2.7 percent). In the former
case, the breakdown shows a sharp acceleration in
the potato segment, against the backdrop of a base
effect and of the more pessimistic estimates for crops
in the first part of the quarter. In the period ahead,
grain prices are expected to reflect the less
favourable prospects at global level, given the strong
correlation between external and local prices.
As regards animal products, developments are
associated with upward movements in prices for
most varieties of meat, excluding pigmeat
(Chart 2.17).

Unit labour costs
In 2021 Q2, the annual dynamics of unit labour costs economy-wide fell deeper
into negative territory, to -12.6 percent (from -6.1 percent in 2021 Q1), reflecting
the methodological change in employment introduced as of the beginning
of the year29, alongside a strong base effect associated with the first pandemic
wave. Hence, to better capture the developments accounted for by economic
fundamentals, the agricultural sector was excluded and the ULC was adjusted
for the government’s labour retention measures. In this case, the annual rate of

28

Despite the reversal of the upward trend in external prices for wood as of June, local producers have continued to be under
pressure, amid the narrowing domestic supply due to the gradually tighter legislation in this field over recent years.

29

The exclusion of a considerable number of households that produce agricultural goods exclusively or mostly for
self‑consumption from employed persons.
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Chart 2.18. Unit labour costs
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change of ULC posted a more moderate evolution,
dropping to 1.8 percent, from 3.1 percent in
2021 Q1, against the background of favourable
economic developments (Chart 2.18).
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Subsequently however, the monthly data for the
industrial sector, available for July-August 2021,
0
show the annual dynamics of unit wage costs
picking up to 6.1 percent (against -13.4 percent in
-4
2021 Q2). Apart from the fading-out of the base
-8
effect associated with the first pandemic wave,
-12
the industrial activity in many manufacturing
-16
sub‑sectors has been disrupted by the supply chain
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2016
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in ULC (over 15 percent) in industries producing
ULC economy-wide excl. agriculture, adjusted
for government measures
intermediate goods (the manufacture of wood, the
ULC economy-wide
chemical industry, the manufacture non-metallic
Source: NIS, NBR calculations
mineral products, electrical equipment) and capital
goods (the automotive industry). While the ULC
increases seen in the above-mentioned sub-sectors are not necessarily linked to
inflationary pressures or competitiveness losses, the same does not apply to some
consumer goods industries, namely the light industry and the manufacture of
furniture (with annual changes ranging between 10 percent and 23 percent). The
food and beverage industry reported more moderate growth rates, i.e. approximately
4 percent. The only sub-sectors where productivity rose faster than wages were
the pharmaceutical industry, metallurgy, the manufacture of computer and electronic
products and the manufacture of other transport equipment.
4
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Monetary policy and
financial developments
1. Monetary policy
In August 2021, the NBR extended the status-quo of key interest rates,
while maintaining strict control over money market liquidity, before raising
by 0.25 percentage points the monetary policy rate, to 1.50 percent, as
well as the deposit facility rate and the lending facility rate to 1.00 percent
and 2.00 percent respectively in October, amid preserving firm control
over banking system liquidity (Chart 3.1). Minimum reserve requirement
ratios on both leu- and foreign currency-denominated liabilities of credit
institutions were maintained at the existing levels of 8 percent and 5 percent
respectively. The further adjustment of the monetary policy conduct
aimed to bring back and maintain the annual inflation rate in line with the
2.5 percent ±1 percentage point flat target, inter alia via the anchoring of
inflation expectations over the longer time horizon, in a manner conducive
to achieving sustainable economic growth in the context of the fiscal
consolidation process, while safeguarding financial stability.
The NBR Board decisions in August were taken
amid the worsening of current and, especially,
anticipated inflation developments, but primarily
under the impact of adverse supply-side shocks
and in an environment marked by heightened
uncertainties and risks stemming from the
evolution of the pandemic and from the associated
containment measures.

Chart 3.1. NBR rates
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Thus, the annual inflation rate had continued to rise
above the upper bound of the variation band of the
target in June and to exceed the forecast, climbing
to 3.94 percent from 3.75 percent in May and
3.05 percent in March, mainly as a result of costlier
fuels amid higher oil prices30. Furthermore, the new
data had reconfirmed the considerably faster-thananticipated rebound in economic activity in the first
three months of the year, implying the reopening of

Slight influences had also come from the increase in the prices of fruit and vegetables, as well as from the rise in tobacco
product prices. Moreover, the annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate had stopped its downward trend in Q2, a little earlier
than anticipated, moving up marginally to 2.9 percent in June from 2.8 percent in March; the evolution reflected the
temporary effects of the relatively sharp increase in consumer demand once with the easing of some restrictions, especially
for services, overlapping those resulting from supply-side disruptions and costs associated with more expensive
commodities and with the measures to prevent the coronavirus spread.
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the positive output gap in this period, two quarters ahead of the May medium-term
forecast, also associated with the very large advance of the current account deficit in
annual terms.
Also against this background, during the August forecasting exercise, the anticipated
path of the annual inflation rate was again revised markedly upwards in the short
term and to a smaller extent over the latter part of the projection horizon. Behind
the revision stood especially the likely much higher increase in energy prices31 – for
natural gas, electricity and fuels – that had already occurred in July. These hikes were
foreseen to amplify and protract the transitory inflationary impact of supply-side
shocks, yet also to exert, contrariwise, significant disinflationary base effects in 202232,
in addition to those associated with the rise in electricity prices in January 2021 and
the advance in oil prices in 2021 H1.
At the same time, underlying inflationary pressures were expected to become more
pronounced over the projection horizon than anticipated before, yet only gradually.
The reason was the prospective rise in excess aggregate demand at relatively
higher levels, albeit at a somewhat slower pace, given: (i) its earlier-than-previouslyforecasted reopening and (ii) the likely robust growth of the economy in the years
ahead, only marginally weaker than projected in May, in the context of disbursements
of EU funds under the Next Generation EU programme, which would at least partly
offset the contractionary impact of budget consolidation. Slight inflationary effects,
relatively more pronounced, were also expected from non-energy import price
dynamics, and in the near run from short-term inflation expectations and indirect
effects of supply-side shocks.
Under the circumstances, the annual inflation rate was expected to climb more
sharply above the variation band of the target in 2021 H2 than anticipated previously,
to 5.6 percent in December 2021, and following the downward corrections in the first
part of next year, driven by base effects, to decline and to remain marginally below
the upper bound of the band, at 3.4 percent33. Moreover, the annual adjusted CORE2
inflation rate was anticipated to pick up momentum in 2021 H2 and, after a small
fluctuation, to stabilise at 3.4 percent34.
However, the evolution of the pandemic and of the associated containment measures
posed, at least in the near run, heightened uncertainties and risks to the new
outlook. This was due to the resumed growth in domestic infections and the marked
slowdown in the pace of vaccination, as well as to signs of a new pandemic wave
emerging in Europe and elsewhere, amid the quick spread of the more contagious
Delta coronavirus variant. Nevertheless, among the sources of uncertainties and
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31

Presumably adding around 1 percentage point to the annual inflation rate as early as the first month of 2021 H2.

32

Two-way influences over different time horizons, yet similar in terms of intensity to those forecasted previously, were
expected to come from the uptrend in some international commodity prices, mostly for agri-food products, affecting core
inflation in particular.

33

Versus 4.1 percent and 3.0 percent, respectively, anticipated in the previous macroeconomic projection (May 2021 Inflation
Report) for the same moments in time.

34

Above 2.8 percent and 3.1 percent previously projected for December 2021 and the end of the forecast interval, respectively.
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risks also remained the fiscal policy stance and the absorption of European funds,
especially those under the Next Generation EU programme. Important from this
perspective were the coordinates of the upcoming budget revision and the budget
consolidation strategy presumed to be prepared by this autumn, in line with
European institutions’ recommendations, as well as the approval by the EC of the
National Recovery and Resilience Plan.
Subsequently-released statistical data showed that the annual inflation rate had
exceeded the upper bound of the variation band of the target to a significantly larger
extent in the first two months of 2021 Q3 and had mildly outpaced the forecast,
going up to 5.25 percent in August, mainly under the impact of the considerable
hike in natural gas and electricity prices in July and the further rise in fuel prices,
largely on account of other fuels than petrol and diesel. At the same time, the
annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate followed a slightly sharper upward path, also
compared to expectations, to reach 3.2 percent in August. However, the advance
reflected, in turn, primarily the direct and indirect effects of domestic and external
supply-side shocks35, fuelled by the stronger demand for goods and services after
the easing of mobility restrictions.
Furthermore, economic activity continued to expand in 2021 Q2, at a relatively
slower quarterly pace36, but somewhat brisker than anticipated, making it likely for
the aggregate demand surplus to increase during this period in line with the August
forecast. In addition, amid the base effect associated with the sharp economic
contraction in the same year-earlier period, the annual GDP dynamics stepped up to
13.0 percent, from -0.2 percent in Q1, with a contribution from all major aggregate
demand components. The main determinant was household consumption – whose
advance was, however, lower than expected in annual terms –, its contribution being
closely followed by that of the change in inventories. A positive contribution, albeit
much more modest, was made by gross fixed capital formation37, while the negative
contribution of net exports to annual GDP dynamics decreased versus the previous
quarter38. The widening of the trade deficit accelerated however in annual terms, while
the current account deficit continued to expand at a fast pace, exceeding by far in
2021 H1 the level recorded in the same year-earlier period.
At the same time, the labour market recovery continued in Q2, albeit less strong at
the beginning of H2, probably amid supply bottlenecks and uncertainties over hikes
in costs of materials. Moreover, the outlook for a further advance in employment
in Q4 – as indicated by surveys – was marked by uncertainties, given the accelerated
worsening of the epidemiological situation domestically and the very low level
of vaccination.

35

Especially the rising prices of some commodities and higher energy and transport costs, as well as the persistent bottlenecks
in production and supply chains.

36

1.8 percent compared to 2.5 percent in 2021 Q1.

37

In the context of renewed markedly faster growth in new construction works, mainly on account of residential construction
works, which outweighed the impact of the notable decline in the dynamics of net investment in equipment (transport
means included).

38

Given the sharply faster change in exports of goods and services, amid a base effect, that outpaced the stronger growth in
imports thereof.
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On the financial market, key interbank money market rates posted upward
adjustments in August and especially September – from their nearly four-year lows
reached in June-July –, inter alia amid expectations on a policy rate hike in the near
future. In turn, yields on government securities witnessed a steeper upward path in
the latter part of Q3, particularly for the medium and long maturities. Furthermore,
the EUR/RON exchange rate saw a sharp increase in mid-August, after the decline
recorded in the first part of Q3 under the influence of seasonal factors; afterwards,
the currency pair continued to witness a moderate uptrend, also amid the narrowing
interest rate differential – following the renewed policy rate hikes by two central
banks in the region – and then owing to heightening tensions on the domestic
political scene.
In addition, the annual growth rate of credit to the private sector climbed more
firmly in the two-digit range during the first two months of 2021 Q3, due to the
unprecedented step-up of lending in local currency in July, including with the support
of government programmes, but also to the moderate pick-up in the dynamics of
foreign currency credit.
The assessments updated in this context showed that the annual inflation rate would
rise over the short time horizon to much higher values than those anticipated in
the August forecast, under the impact of the strong adverse supply-side shocks,
particularly external ones, whose impact was compounded on the domestic front
by the liberalisation of the electricity market for household consumers in 2021. The
renewed worsening of the near-term inflation outlook was attributable to the new
large hikes anticipated for energy prices, especially of natural gas – amid the surge
in domestic and European wholesale prices – and, to a smaller extent, for fuel prices,
mainly on the back of the non-petrol-diesel component. They were likely to lead to a
larger and protracted positive deviation of the annual inflation rate from the upper
bound of the variation band of the target, while generating significant disinflationary
base effects subsequently.
At the same time, the inflationary pressures from the aggregate demand surplus
would probably remain subdued and softer in the short run than anticipated
previously, given their lagged pass-through, as well as the likely more visible
slowdown in the dynamics of GDP excluding agriculture in 2021 H2 compared to
August forecasts – considering, inter alia, the erosion of households’ and firms’ income
by costlier utilities and food; these developments implied a quasi-standstill of
excess aggregate demand during this period, as compared to the slight increase
forecasted previously.
The inflationary impact of supply-side shocks could, however, be even stronger and
lengthier than in the new assessments, given the steady/abrupt rise in the prices of
some energy and non-energy commodities, as well as the persistence of bottlenecks
in production and supply chains, associated with increased transportation costs.
To these added the large share of food, energy and fuels in the CPI basket, as well as
the potential pass-through of higher costs of materials to consumer prices, amid the
still robust, albeit moderating demand. Hence, through its magnitude, the inflation
bout potentially generated by these shocks – implying the considerable and relatively
42
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persistent climb of the annual inflation rate above the variation band of the target –
ran the risk of disanchoring medium-term inflation expectations and thus triggering
significant second-round effects, possibly via a wage-price spiral, given also the
downtrend in the degree of labour market looseness.
Considerable uncertainties and risks also stemmed from the fiscal policy stance,
presumed to become restrictive in 2021, as the coordinates of the recent budget
revision and the potential protraction of domestic political instability were likely
to jeopardise budget consolidation. Moreover, public finance could be additionally
affected by the large volume of permanent expenditures and by the surge in
the prices of energy and building materials, but also by potential approaches
meant to cushion the impact of some costlier utilities, primarily for households, as
well as by new government measures warranted by the abrupt worsening of the
epidemiological situation.
A high degree of uncertainty was, however, also associated with the outlook for
the absorption of EU funds allocated to Romania via the Recovery and Resilience
Facility – considering also the requirements to be fulfilled ahead of the commitment
of funds –, as well as of those under the new Multiannual Financial Framework
2021‑2027. Furthermore, given the quick worsening of the health situation and the
very low level of vaccination on the domestic front, the fourth pandemic wave and
the associated containment measures posed increased uncertainties and risks to
the outlook, cushioned however by the less severe restrictions probably reinstated
and by the enhanced capacity of firms and households to adapt to social distancing
requirements.
Such a context called for the further adjustment of the monetary policy stance so
as to bring back and maintain over the medium term the annual inflation rate in
line with the 2.5 percent ±1 percentage point flat target, inter alia via the anchoring
of inflation expectations over the longer time horizon, in a manner conducive to
achieving sustainable economic growth in the context of the fiscal consolidation
process, while safeguarding financial stability.
Thus, the NBR Board decided in its meeting of 5 October 2021 to increase the
monetary policy rate by 0.25 percentage points, to 1.50 percent, while maintaining
firm control over money market liquidity. Moreover, it decided to raise the deposit
facility rate to 1.00 percent, from 0.75 percent, and the lending facility rate to
2.00 percent, from 1.75 percent, whereas minimum reserve requirement ratios on
both leu- and foreign currency-denominated liabilities of credit institutions were
maintained at the existing levels of 8 percent and 5 percent respectively.
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2. Financial markets and monetary developments
The daily average interest rate on interbank transactions39 and longer-term
rates on the interbank money market saw a reversal of their downward path,
rising in Q3 overall. The EUR/RON exchange rate posted a gradual decline in
the first part of the quarter, which was however relatively abruptly corrected
in mid-Q3, before further trending moderately upwards. The annual growth
rate of credit to the private sector climbed more firmly in the two-digit
range July through August, while that of liquidity across the economy
stepped up again considerably.

2.1. Interest rates
The daily average interbank money market rate stayed in the lower half of the interest
rate corridor until towards end-July, before climbing and tending to remain close to the
monetary policy rate, amid the central bank’s strict control over liquidity. Therefore, its
quarterly average saw a reversal of the downward path in Q3, adding 0.10 percentage
points against the previous three months, to 1.18 percent.
During the quarter under review, the NBR continued to increase the role of time
deposits in mopping up the significant liquidity surplus on the money market40;
as of August, it started to organise, on a weekly basis, 1W deposit-taking operations
via auctions conducted at a fixed rate (equal to the monetary policy rate) with full
allotment41. Liquidity conditions even turned restrictive towards the end of the
period, amid the emergence of daily reserve shortfalls, under the joint contractionary
impact of autonomous factors42. Thus, after having continued to fluctuate very
slightly in the lower half of the interest rate corridor at the beginning of Q3, ON rates
witnessed an upward adjustment in the closing 10-day period of July, climbing and
staying for a while close to the monetary policy rate43, before tending to exceed it
towards end-September.
In turn, 3M-12M ROBOR rates remained relatively steady in July, in the vicinity of
their nearly four-year lows recorded in the previous month, before posting upward
adjustments in August and especially towards end-September. Specifically, they hit
– in terms of daily readings – the highest levels for the past eight months (amid an
advance of up to 0.24 percentage points for the 3M rate during the period overall),
also in the context of the consolidation of credit institutions’ expectations on a
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39

The average interest rate on transactions in deposits on the interbank money market (excluding the NBR), weighted by the
volume of transactions.

40

In July, the central bank conducted three auctions for 1W deposits, at a fixed rate (i.e. the monetary policy rate) with full
allotment, compared to two in June; starting 9 August, it carried out such operations on a weekly basis. The average daily
stock of deposits taken thus rose to lei 3.4 billion in Q3 from lei 2.3 billion in the previous three months.

41

Credit institutions’ recourse to the central bank’s deposit facility, although visibly on the wane, remained nevertheless
sizeable, especially towards the end of the reserve maintenance periods.

42

Against this background, some credit institutions resorted to the central bank’s lending facility.

43

They declined only temporarily, at the end of the reserve maintenance periods in August and September, towards the lower
bound of the interest rate corridor.
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policy rate hike in the near future. Nevertheless, the quarterly averages of these
rates saw only minor increases versus the previous three months, to 1.56 percent
(from 1.55 percent) for the 3M maturity, 1.69 percent (from 1.66 percent) and
1.79 percent (from 1.75 percent) for the 6M and
12M rates respectively (Chart 3.2).
Chart 3.2. Policy rate and ROBOR rates
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Chart 3.3. Reference rates on the secondary
market for government securities
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Developments on the government securities market
in Q3 reflected particularly: (i) the news on the
higher-than-expected annual inflation rate in June
and the much swifter-than-anticipated recovery of
economic activity in Q1, (ii) the coordinates of the
NBR’s latest inflation forecast, with an impact on
market participants’ inflation expectations, as well as
(iii) the political tensions that broke out at the onset
of September44. They also came under the influence
exerted by the increase, during August-September,
in long-term government bond yields in developed
economies and regionally, due to the pick-up in
inflation and the revival of economic activity, but
also to the ensuing revision of expectations on the
future monetary policy stance in those countries,
following inter alia the signals from central banks,
especially the Fed45.
Under the circumstances, reference rates on the
secondary market for government securities46
steepened their upward path in Q3 across the entire
maturity spectrum, particularly in the latter part
of the period, reaching – in terms of daily readings –
the highest values for the past approximately
12‑18 months (Chart 3.3). Specifically, in September,
the average rates for 6-month and 12-month
securities rose versus June by up to 0.57 percentage
points (to 2.21 percent and 2.41 percent
respectively), those for the 3- and 5-year maturities
by up to 0.89 percentage points (to 3.11 percent
and 3.47 percent respectively), while in the case
of 10‑year maturities they added 0.70 percentage
points (to 3.97 percent). Consequently, the positive
slope of the yield curve steepened during the
reported period overall.

44

Fitch pointed out in a press release on 7 September that the political crisis could disrupt fiscal consolidation efforts.

45

In September, the Fed signalled that a bond-buying taper may start soon, alongside an earlier launch of the rate hiking
cycle, while the ECB decided on a moderately lower pace of net asset purchases under the pandemic emergency purchase
programme (PEPP). In the region, the central banks in Hungary and Czechia extended the monetary policy tightening cycle
into Q3.

46

Bid-ask averages.
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On the primary market as well, average rates continued to advance during Q3 as
a whole for all maturities. Thus, compared to June, they went up in September by
up to 0.91 percentage points for securities with residual maturities of 3 and 6 years
(to 3.34 percent and 3.75 percent respectively) and by up to 0.61 percentage points
for 9-, 13- and 15-year securities (to 3.88 percent, 4.34 percent and 4.33 percent
respectively). Looking at short-term securities (6 and 12 months), average rates
increased in August by up to 0.30 percentage points against June (to 1.91 percent
and 2.27 percent respectively)47.
Investors’ appetite for medium- and long-term government securities (5-10 years)
remained relatively weak in July48, but rose August through September, as
indicated also by developments in the ratio of the amounts of bids submitted to
the announced volume, which inched up to 0.9 in the first month of Q3, but then
advanced more visibly, to 1.9 and 3.1 respectively. The total volume of securities
issued during Q3 overall exceeded slightly that in the previous quarter49 (lei 13.0
billion versus lei 11.8 billion), while the value of net issues expanded considerably
(to lei 10.2 billion from lei -0.4 billion in Q2), given the low volume of securities
maturing in this period; in turn, the ratio of the
Chart 3.4. Bank rates
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Amid the developments in relevant interbank
money market rates and in the IRCC, as well as some
changes in the composition of the credit flow, the
average lending rate on new business to non-bank
clients stuck to a downtrend July through August
2021, shedding 0.14 percentage points against the
Q2 average, to stand at 5.53 percent, whereas the
average remuneration of new time deposits from
non-bank clients saw its decline come to a halt,
edging up 0.05 percentage points, to 1.11 percent.
The behaviour was relatively similar from the
perspective of the two major sectors. Specifically,

47

The MF fully rejected the bids submitted at the September auctions for this type of securities.

48

The MF resorted during the month under review, for the first time in 12 years, to the issuance of one-month Treasury
certificates (worth lei 1.8 billion).

49

Moreover, in July, the MF issued on the external market euro-denominated securities totalling EUR 3.5 billion (of which
EUR 2.0 billion with a 9-year maturity and a 1.76 percent rate and EUR 1.5 billion over a 20-year maturity and at a rate of
2.99 percent). In addition, the MF issued on a monthly basis government securities for households: (i) the “Fidelis”
programme saw the issuance in July of both leu-denominated securities (with 1- and 2-year maturities, at 2.95 percent and
3.25 percent rates) and euro-denominated securities (with a 2-year maturity and a 1.00 percent rate) totalling lei
905.1 million; (ii) under the “Tezaur” programme, the MF put into circulation in August government securities with 1-, 3-, and
5-year maturities and rates of 3.15 percent, 3.50 percent and 3.85 percent respectively, while September saw the issuance of
securities with 1-, 3-, and 5-year maturities and rates of 3.25 percent, 3.75 percent and 4.15 percent respectively.
Furthermore, August saw the issuance on the domestic market of euro-denominated securities with a 5-year maturity
(residual maturity of 2.3 years) at an average rate of -0.04 percent and worth a total of EUR 176.3 million.
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the average lending rate on new business to households shrank further, shedding
0.14 percentage points during the period overall versus the Q2 average, to 6.61 percent.
Behind these developments stood the decline in the average interest rate on new
housing loans (down 0.48 percentage points, to 3.84 percent during the two months
overall, amid its drop in August to a nearly four-year low of 3.81 percent), in correlation
with the decrease of the IRCC, while the average interest rate on new consumer credit
saw a reversal of the downward path followed in the past approximately two years,
adding 0.18 percentage points against Q2, to an average of 8.75 percent. For both
categories, the flow of credit climbed to record highs in July and contracted only
slightly in the following month (Chart 3.4).
The average lending rate on new business to non-financial corporations posted a
decline of a comparable magnitude (down 0.20 percentage points versus Q2, to an
average of 3.97 percent, hitting a four-year low in August), amid the considerable
drop in the average interest rate on large-value loans, above EUR 1 million equivalent
(down 0.38 percentage points, to 3.47 percent), but the much softer decline in that
on low-value loans (down 0.08 percentage points, to 4.27 percent). The total flow of
loans to non-financial corporations rose in July close to historical highs, inter alia with
the stronger contribution from the “IMM Invest Romania” programme, witnessing
however a more significant downward correction in August.
The average remuneration of new time deposits increased slightly, for the first time in
seven quarters, in the case of both households (up 0.06 percentage points against the
previous quarter, to an average of 1.17 percent) and non-financial corporations (up
0.04 percentage points versus Q2, to an average of 1.10 percent).

2.2. Exchange rate and capital flows

Chart 3.5. Nominal exchange rate
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The EUR/RON exchange rate witnessed a gradual
decline in the first part of the third quarter, which
was however corrected relatively abruptly in
mid-Q3, and then stuck to a moderate uptrend
(Chart 3.5).

In July, the evolution of the EUR/RON exchange rate
became more visibly decoupled from the prevailing
trend in the region. Specifically, amid the episodic
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decline in global risk appetite in the first part of the
period under review, in response to the increase in
Delta infections and to concerns over the possibly
earlier policy normalisation by the Fed, the US dollar
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a steeper upward path; these developments were
only partly reversed towards the end of the month,
following the Fed’s monetary policy meeting. The EUR/RON remained, however,
relatively stable in the first part of July, amid the NBR’s actions regarding money
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market liquidity control, and then even embarked on a gradually downward path50,
which extended into August as well, under the influence of seasonal domestic factors,
but also due to a reduction in global risk aversion.
Table 3.1. Key financial account items
EUR million

Financial account

7,757 11,404 -3,646 5,305 13,163 -7,858

Direct investment

-217 1,256 -1,472

789 5,200 -4,411

Portfolio
investments

-50 10,434 -10,484

748 5,037 -4,289

Financial derivatives

-15

x

-15

Other investment

4,401

-286 4,687

– currency and
deposits

3,861

66

x

66

-220 2,926 -3,145

-533 4,394 -1,172

130 -1,302

– loans

75

662

-587

-303

– other

465

-415

880 1,061 3,099 -2,038

NBR’s reserve assets,
net
3,638
*) “+” increase/“-” decrease
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Chart 3.6. Exchange rate developments
on emerging markets in the region
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This steady decline saw, however, an abrupt
correction in mid-August and then the EUR/RON
went up further, also amid the narrowing interest
rate differential – following the renewed policy
rate hikes by two central banks in the region
–, as well as owing to global financial market
nervousness after the release of the minutes from
the 27-28 July FOMC meeting, which rekindled
investor expectations on the sooner-thanpreviously-anticipated start of the Fed’s taper of
asset purchases. The upward path was only partly
in tandem with developments in the exchange
rates of currencies in the region, which recorded
temporary downward adjustments towards the
end of the month, prompted by the relative
recovery of the global risk appetite, in response
to the Fed Chair hinting at a cautious stance on
stimulus withdrawal (Table 3.1).
Pressures on the EUR/RON exchange rate
strengthened in September, amid heightened
tensions on the domestic political scene, likely to
fuel uncertainties about the budget consolidation
process51, but also under the influence of renewed
episodic increases in international financial market
volatility; the latter stemmed from expectations
on monetary policy decisions by the major central
banks, the Fed in particular, as well as from investor
concerns over global economic growth, owing to
the pandemic, to bottlenecks in production and
supply chains, and to the energy crisis. Thus, the
EUR/RON continued to go up relatively quickly in
the first part of September, before tending to quasistabilise at the new readings, also amid the NBR’s
liquidity management actions, while the exchange
rates of currencies in the region, especially the
zloty and the forint, rose abruptly, under the strong
influences from the external environment.

50

In July overall, the leu remained practically unchanged against the euro, whereas the Hungarian forint, the Polish zloty, and
the Czech koruna weakened versus the single currency by 2.0 percent, 1.3 percent and 0.7 percent.

51

Fitch pointed out in a press release on 7 September that the political crisis and the collapse of the coalition government
could disrupt fiscal consolidation efforts.
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Non-residents’ net demand for foreign currency on the interbank forex market saw
a significant renewed increase in September, as well as during Q3 overall versus the
previous three months. The rise in this period was, however, almost fully offset by the
adjustment, to a marginally positive value, of the balance on residents’ transactions
during the period as a whole, reflecting inter alia a seasonal pattern.
During Q3 overall, the domestic currency depreciated against the euro by 0.5 percent
in nominal terms52,53 and appreciated 1.6 percent in real terms. In relation to
the US dollar, the leu weakened 2.8 percent in nominal terms and 0.7 percent in real
terms, given the former’s strengthening against the euro. Looking at the average
annual exchange rate dynamics in 2021 Q3, the leu saw its depreciation versus the
euro remain constant and posted the first weakening against the US dollar in five
quarters (Chart 3.6).

2.3. Money and credit
Money
The annual growth rate54 of broad money (M3) regained considerable momentum in
July-August compared to 2021 Q2 (to 17.7 percent55 from 15.1 percent)56, given that,
after the leap recorded at end-Q2 – largely attributable however to a statistical effect57
–, it continued to increase, albeit at a relatively
slower pace, in correlation with the characteristics
Table 3.2. Annual growth rates of M3 and its
components
of budget execution, but also with the advance in
credit to the private sector (Table 3.2).
nominal percentage change

2020
III

2021
IV

I

II

quarterly average
growth

Jul.

Aug.

M3

14.5

15.7

16.4

15.1

17.7

17.8

M1

22.5

23.5

23.3

20.2

24.1

23.7

Currency in circulation

15.8

18.9

19.7

13.2

13.7

13.2

Overnight deposits

25.2

25.3

24.6

22.8

28.1

27.7

0.5

1.7

3.6

4.9

4.5

5.3

Time deposits
(maturity of up to
two years)

The stronger momentum of M3 was driven by the
pronounced reacceleration in the considerably
swift increase of narrow money (M1) – to an
approximately 4½-year high in terms of quarterly
averages –, primarily on the back of developments
in overnight deposits of households58 and
non‑financial corporations. At the same time, the
dynamics of time deposits with a maturity of up
to two years stayed at the 2½-year high reached
in the previous quarter. Behind this stood the
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Based on the September and June averages of the exchange rate.

53

The forint and the zloty depreciated more visibly against the euro during this period (0.7 percent and 1.5 percent
respectively), whereas the Czech koruna strengthened vis-à-vis the single currency by 0.2 percent.

54

Unless otherwise indicated, percentage changes in this section refer to the average of annual growth rates in nominal
terms.

55

A 12½-year high in terms of quarterly averages.

56

In real terms, the annual growth rate of M3 slowed down slightly compared to June, given the higher annual inflation rate,
but remained at two-digit levels for the period as a whole, above the 2021 Q2 average (12.0 percent in July-August versus
11.0 percent in the previous three months).

57

Associated with the reclassification of some household deposits by a credit institution. These had previously been included
in the long-term financial liabilities of the net consolidated balance sheet of monetary financial institutions, thus being a
counterpart of M3, not a component.

58

Also reflecting the statistical effect mentioned.
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offsetting effects coming from the slight slowdown in the very swift growth of nonfinancial corporations’ deposits and the significantly stronger increase in deposits
of non-monetary financial institutions (non-MFIs)59, while the balance of similar
household deposits remained little changed from
the same year-earlier period. In this context, the
Chart 3.7. Main broad money components
share of M1 in M3 continued to widen, reaching
nominal annual percentage change
30
71.2 percent in August – a new post-February 1994
record high (Chart 3.7).
25

The M3 breakdown by holder shows that the
increase in the annual change in broad money was
15
ascribable mainly to the notable reacceleration
10
in the dynamics of household deposits. Apart
from the statistical effect mentioned, this likely
5
reflected, inter alia, the effects of the stronger
0
rise in credit to this institutional sector and of
the recovery of inflows of EU funds to the current
-5
J A J O J A J O J A J O J A J
account, primarily for the agricultural sector,
2018
2019
2020
2021
as well as the decline in the rate of change of
M3
individuals’ holdings of government securities60,
currency in circulation
which however remained particularly fast. In turn,
time deposits (maturity of up to two years)
overnight deposits
the pace of increase of non-financial corporations’
deposits continued to gain momentum (to an
approximately 12½-year high61), correlated with the hike in the growth rate of
loans to non-financial corporations. By contrast, opposite influences came from the
evolution of disbursements from the government budget to these entities – amid
the decrease in the rate of change of government spending on subsidies, of capital
expenditure and, to a lesser extent, of spending on goods and services – and from
the faster dynamics of profit tax payments to the government budget, which turned
substantially positive62.
20

From the perspective of M3 counterparts, the faster monetary expansion was
primarily driven by the evolution of credit to the private sector and, to a lower
extent, by the slacker dynamics of central government deposits – especially due
to the contraction in foreign currency-denominated deposits63 –, as well as by a new

50

59

A 12-quarter high.

60

In July-August, there were three issues of government securities for households: (i) two issues of government securities
under the “Fidelis” programme in lei (total subscribed volume of lei 614.6 million) and in euro (total subscribed volume of
EUR 58.9 million) and (ii) one issue of leu-denominated government securities under the “Tezaur” programme (total
subscribed volume of lei 722.5 million); government securities for households worth lei 723.4 million matured in the
reported period.

61

Assessment based on quarterly data.

62

According to general government budget execution data.

63

Despite the positive influence of the Eurobond issue worth EUR 3.5 billion conducted by the Ministry of Finance in July 2021;
correspondingly, this reflected in the evolution of the net foreign assets of the banking system, yet their average annual
dynamics continued to slow down.
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loss of momentum of long-term financial liabilities64. Their impact was offset only
to a small extent by the visible decline in the pace of change of monetary financial
institutions’ holdings of government securities.
Credit to the private sector
The annual dynamics of credit to the private sector climbed more firmly in the two‑digit
range in July-August, reaching an average of 12.7 percent65 from 9.8 percent in
2021 Q266. The advance was again driven mainly by the leu component, whose
growth further picked up to a 5-year high of 17.4 percent in the period as a whole67.
This was due to the unprecedented step-up in lending in July68, inter alia with the
increased support of government programmes (“IMM Invest Romania”69, “New
Home”), followed by only a mild slowdown in August. A modest positive influence
continued to also come from foreign currency lending (expressed in EUR), whose rate
of change re-entered marginally positive territory, for the first time in six quarters.
Against this background, the share of domestic
currency loans in total private sector credit stuck
Chart 3.8. Credit to the private sector
by currency
to a slightly upward path, reaching 71.3 percent
in August (Chart 3.8).
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The stronger increase in credit to the private sector
was driven by loans to both institutional sectors in
this period as well. Specifically, the annual growth
rate of loans to non-financial corporations further
increased (to a new 12-year record high in terms
of quarterly averages), given the surge in dynamics
in July, followed by only a minor slowdown. The
stronger momentum was again attributable primarily
to the evolution of the leu component, with the
major contribution of medium- and long‑term
loans – including with the support of the “IMM
Invest Romania” programme –, to which added the
influence of the annual increase in short-term loans,
for the first time in seven quarters. However, the

64

Capital accounts included.

65

A 12-year high in terms of quarterly averages.

66

In real terms as well, the average annual pace of increase of credit to the private sector further stepped up, to 7.3 percent in
the period from July to August – a 12-year high – versus 6.0 percent in the previous three months, even amid the faster
annual inflation rate.

67

Assessment based on quarterly data.

68

The volume of new leu-denominated loans hit a new historical high in July.

69

“IMM Invest Romania” is a government support programme approved in the context of the pandemic crisis through
GEO No. 42/2020 and supplemented by GEO No. 89/2020, whereby the state guarantees up to 90 percent of the amount of
some leu-denominated loans to SMEs and micro-enterprises and subsidises the interest for a period of eight months after
the loan origination date and other financing costs (management and risk fees) over the entire term of the guaranteed loan
under the programme. This government support scheme was extended until 31 December 2021 (from 30 June 2021
initially); for 2021, the total guarantee ceiling amounts to lei 15 billion, of which lei 1 billion is allocated for the “AGRO IMM
INVEST” sub-programme.
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foreign currency component (expressed in EUR)
also had a notable contribution, its rate of change
picking up significantly (to a 7-quarter high), inter
alia on the back of the strong step-up in financing
through lines of credit70 (Chart 3.9).

Chart 3.9. Credit to the private sector
by institutional sector
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In turn, the annual increase in household credit
further followed an uptrend (to a 10-quarter high),
amid the growth rate of the leu component rising
to two-digit levels. The uptrend reflected the fast
dynamics of housing loans as well as of consumer
credit and other loans – albeit significantly more
moderate –, given that the flows of both loan
categories reached new historical peaks in July
and remained around them in August. By contrast,
the sizeable annual decline of the foreign currency
component (expressed in EUR) continued to
deepen slightly.

Revolving loans and overdraft loans.
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Inflation outlook
The annual CPI inflation rate is expected to post an upward trend until April
2022, fuelled primarily by the advance in the exogenous components of the
consumer basket, in particular energy and, to a lesser extent, by the increase
in core inflation. Subsequently, assuming stabilised energy prices, lower
inflation expectations and a gradually fading impact of shocks on production
costs, the annual inflation rate will decline progressively, reverting to the
upper bound of the variation band of the target in mid‑2023. The annual
adjusted CORE2 inflation rate will have a similar profile, albeit at a significantly
lower level. In the short term, it will reflect significant pressures from
production costs associated with commodities and other materials and will
edge higher until 2022 Q2. Thereafter, the forecast indicates a slow decline
in core inflation and its return inside the variation band of the target in
2023 Q2. The balance of risks to the annual inflation rate projection remains
tilted to the upside compared to the path in the baseline scenario, despite
the substantial reconfiguration of its coordinates. Elevated uncertainty is
associated with the future evolution of energy and commodity prices on
international markets.

Baseline scenario
4.1. External assumptions
Against the backdrop of a significant improvement in the epidemiological situation
and the easing of mobility restrictions, the economic activity of Romania’s main
trading partners in Europe returned onto an upward path in 2021 Q2. In this context,
macroeconomic projections point to a robust
growth rate of the EU’s real effective GDP also in
Table 4.1. Expectations on the developments
in external variables
the quarters ahead. This variable provides a proxy
for developments in external demand, implying an
annual averages
above-potential average annual growth rate in 2021
2021
2022
(Table 4.1). Specifically, the indicator is foreseen
EU effective GDP (%)
5.1
4.6
to exceed the pre-pandemic (2019 Q4) level in
Annual inflation rate in the euro area (%)
2.2
1.7
2021 Q4 and then to edge slowly higher until the
Annual inflation rate in the euro area, excluding
energy (%)
1.4
1.6
forecast horizon. In 2022, despite a deceleration, it
is envisaged to record an average annual growth
Annual CPI inflation rate in the USA (%)
4.3
3.1
rate relatively close to that of this year. Compared
3M EURIBOR (% per annum)
-0.5
-0.5
to the previous Inflation Report, the indicator was
USD/EUR exchange rate
1.19
1.18
revised upwards for the current year and (to a small
Brent oil price (USD/barrel)
71.5
77.7
extent) for 2022, the main differences owing to the
Source: NBR assumptions based on data provided by the ECB, European
Commission, Consensus Economics and Bloomberg
better-than-expected performance in 2021 Q2.
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A limiting factor is the recent resurgence of difficulties in the production and supply
chains, given that the euro area strongly relies on imports of commodities (including
energy, with mounting prices) and intermediate goods (e.g. microchips). Against this
background, the EU effective GDP gap is assessed to fully close in 2021 Q4 and open
thereafter only gradually in positive territory.
According to the ECB’s latest projections, the annual HICP inflation rate in the
euro area is expected to go up during 2021 and to reach 3.1 percent at year-end71.
However, this spike in inflation is assessed to be temporary, fuelled by base effects
associated with indirect tax changes and energy price adjustments, but also by
higher production costs, caused by pandemic-related supply disruptions and the
hike in services prices as restrictions eased. The bottlenecks in production and supply
chains proved more persistent than previously anticipated, a possible medium-term
protraction of these issues being likely to exert additional inflationary pressures.
Subsequently, the annual inflation rate is foreseen to slow to 1.4 percent at end‑2022
and 1.5 percent at the projection horizon, i.e. 2023 Q3. The annual HICP inflation rate
excluding energy is anticipated to display similar developments. It is estimated to
climb to 2.1 percent in 2021 Q4, before recording a correction down to 1.5 percent
at end-2022 and 1.6 percent at the forecast horizon. The path was revised upwards
compared to the previous Inflation Report, amid expectations of brisker growth in
economic activity.
Chart 4.1. Brent oil price scenario
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In the absence of prospects regarding a robust
convergence of inflation rate towards the target,
the ECB’s monetary policy is expected to remain
accommodative over the projection interval. Thus,
the nominal 3M EURIBOR rate is projected to
remain in negative territory, which, coupled with
the swiftly rising short-term inflation rate, entails
highly accommodative real monetary conditions.
The path of the EUR/USD exchange rate continues
to be marked by notable uncertainty. The euro is
projected to soften until the end of this year, before
strengthening only slowly versus the US dollar until
the projection horizon.

The scenario for the Brent oil price is based on
futures prices and foresees a rise in 2021 Q4 to more
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration,
NBR assumptions based on Bloomberg data
than USD 82/barrel, ahead of a gradual decline over
the projection interval, down to USD 71/barrel at the
forecast horizon (Chart 4.1). The key drivers of the expected price dynamics remain
world oil demand, correlated with developments in the global epidemiological
situation, as well as the ongoing energy crisis and, on the supply side, with the OPEC+

71
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The latest flash estimates pinpoint risks of upward revisions of the euro area inflation forecast in the short run.
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agreements on the pace of return to production levels similar to pre-pandemic ones72.
The oil price projection is further surrounded by elevated uncertainty, as the crude oil
spot price has already hit 3- to 4-year highs.

4.2. Inflation outlook
The annual CPI inflation rate is expected to post an upward trend until April 2022,
fuelled primarily by the advance in the exogenous components of the consumer
basket, in particular energy, and, to a lower extent, by the increase in core inflation,
given the large rises in production costs from
commodities and other materials (Chart 4.2).
Chart 4.2. Inflation forecast
At end-2021, the indicator is projected at
annual change (%), end of period
10
7.5 percent (Table 4.2). This level is anticipated
multi-annual flat inflation
to be reached following a temporary slowdown
target: 2.5% ±1 pp
in the recent upward trend, amid the entry into
8
force of compensations for household users of
electricity and natural gas73, which will also be
6
captured by the CPI inflation rate over the period
when these provisions apply (November 2021
4
– March 2022). Subsequently, in April 2022,
once these measures have expired, the annual
2
CPI inflation rate will reflect substantial hikes,
reaching 8.6 percent in 2022 Q2. The assessments
are marked by uncertainties surrounding the
0
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
manner in which these legislative measures will
2021
2022
2023
statistically influence the computation of price
CPI
CPI (constant taxes)
indices by the NIS. Assuming stabilised energy
Source: NIS, NBR projection
prices, lower inflation expectations and a gradually
fading impact of shocks on production costs, the
annual inflation rate will decline starting in 2022 H2,
Table 4.2. The annual inflation rate in the
baseline scenario
remaining however at 5.9 percent at the end of
next year, significantly above the upper bound of
annual change (%), end of period
the variation band of the target. The indicator is
2021
2022
2023
Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3
seen returning to the upper bound of the band
Central target
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
in 2023 Q2, amid some favourable base effects
CPI projection
7.5 7.4 8.6 6.9 5.9 5.0 3.5 3.3
associated with the energy component. Inflation
CPI projection* 7.5 7.5 8.7 6.9 5.6 4.6 2.8 2.8
will reach 3.3 percent at the projection horizon,
*) calculated at constant taxes
i.e. 2023 Q3.
The average annual CPI inflation rate will, in turn, reflect the recent inflationary
pressures in a more persistent manner, induced by the specific calculation method of
this indicator, being estimated to follow an upward path until 2022 Q3, when it is seen

72

In October, OPEC+ members concurred to keep in place the 19 July accord on raising production only gradually until
end‑2022, the dynamics of global energy markets notwithstanding.

73

Laid out in Law No. 259/2021 approving GEO No. 118/2021.
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Table 4.3. Annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate
in the baseline scenario
annual change (%), end of period
2021
Adjusted CORE2

2022

2023

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

4.3

4.7

4.8

4.3

3.9

3.6

3.4

3.3

Chart 4.3. Annual adjusted CORE2 inflation
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peaking at 7.8 percent. Subsequently, this variable
is expected to gradually slow down, to 4.4 percent at
the projection horizon (Table 4.3).
Compared to the previous Inflation Report, the
current projection indicates larger and persistent
increases in energy prices and, to a lower extent,
in prices included in the adjusted CORE2 index.
Under these circumstances, the annual CPI inflation
rate was revised substantially upwards for
end‑2021 (+1.9 percentage points) and end-2022
(+2.5 percentage points). Nevertheless, over the
medium term, once price rises in exogenous
components fade and subsequently drop out from
the calculation of the annual inflation rate, the
inflation forecast is relatively similar to that in the
August 2021 Inflation Report (+0.1 percentage points
in 2023 Q2).

According to the updated projection, the annual core
inflation rate will follow an upward trajectory until
June 2022, when it is seen peaking at 4.8 percent
2
(Chart 4.3). Over the short term, this path is marked
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
2021
2022
2023
by the significant pressures stemming from
Source: NIS, NBR projection
production costs, i.e. costs of energy, commodities
(particularly agri-food items), intermediate goods,
transportation, whose pass-through into consumer prices is facilitated by the favourable
developments in demand. To these add the increase in inflation expectations,
significant in the first part of the projection interval and less pronounced afterwards,
and the higher import prices74. An additional idiosyncratic factor is the recent price hike
in compulsory motor third-party liability insurance policies. The gradual fading-out of
the rises in these costs will favour the progressive slowdown in inflation expectations
over the projection interval. Under the current assumption envisaging transitory shocks,
which are however more persistent than in the previous forecast, imported inflation
will also follow a decelerating trend. The output gap, assessed to have positive values,
is projected to widen marginally, remaining nevertheless at significantly lower levels
than pre-pandemic ones and, in addition, revised downwards as compared with the
previous Inflation Report, especially over the medium term. Under these circumstances,
the annual core inflation rate is seen to embark on a slowly downward path starting in
2022 H2, re-entering the variation band of the target in 2023 Q2.
Compared to the August 2021 Inflation Report, the annual core inflation rate was
revised upwards for end-2021 and end-2022 (by +0.9 percentage points and
+0.5 percentage points respectively), standing however at the same level in 2023 Q2
(the horizon of the previous projection). Over the short term, the revision was

74
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Imported inflation is approximated based on euro area HICP inflation excluding energy.
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chiefly ascribable to the rising pressures on production costs and economic agents’
enhanced propensity to pass them through to final prices. To these adds the price
hike in compulsory motor third-party liability insurance policies, which was not
foreseen in the previous forecast. Upward revisions were also made to inflation
expectations (more significant over the short term) and the annual rate of external
inflation over most of the projection interval. The reassessment of the output gap acts
in the opposite direction, namely of weaker pressures, with a cumulative effect more
visible at the end of the projection interval, which also explains the convergence to
the previously-expected level at this horizon.
The forecasted cumulative contribution of inflation components beyond the
scope of monetary policy, namely energy prices
(fuels, electricity, natural gas)75, volatile food
Table 4.4. Components’ contribution to annual
inflation rate*
prices (VFE), administered prices and tobacco
percentage points
product and alcoholic beverage prices, to the
2021 Q4 2022 Q4 2023 Q3
annual CPI inflation rate was subject to a new,
Energy
3.8
2.8
0.3
significant upward revision as compared with the
VFE prices
0.4
0.3
0.2
previous Inflation Report. The joint contribution
Administered prices
0.4
0.2
0.2
amounts to 5.0 percentage points for end‑2021
Adjusted CORE2
2.7
2.5
2.0
and 3.7 percentage points for end-2022,
Tobacco and alcoholic
following revisions of 1.5 percentage points and
beverages
0.4
0.3
0.5
2.4 percentage points respectively. This adjustment
*) end of period; values have been rounded off to one decimal
place
chiefly mirrors the larger contribution of energy
prices. A more significant deceleration in the
contribution is expected only during 2023, once
Chart 4.4. Energy price inflation
the calculation basis no longer includes the months
annual change (%), end of period
32
affected by the considerable hikes in electricity
and natural gas prices envisaged to continue in the
following periods as well. Thus, at the projection
horizon, the forecasted contribution of inflation
24
components beyond the scope of monetary policy
to the annual CPI inflation rate is 1.2 percentage
points (Table 4.4).
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The annual growth rate of energy prices is expected
to pick up further in the first part of the projection
interval, above the already significant current
values. Specifically, increases in both electricity and
natural gas prices are projected to continue in the
coming periods, amid the upward trend in external
prices76. For end-2021, a growing inflationary
contribution also stems from fuel prices, reflecting

75

This group excludes heating prices, which are included in the administered price group.

76

Details about the causes behind this upward trend and the expected developments in electricity and natural gas prices in
the following periods are given in the box entitled “The rise in energy prices: its impact on inflation rate and economic
activity”.
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the recent hike in crude oil prices77, while the adverse developments in the price
of wood will be partially offset by the VAT rate cut from 19 percent to 5 percent.
In this context, the forecasted values for the annual growth rate of energy prices
are 22.9 percent for the end of this year and 16.0 percent for the end of next year
(Chart 4.4), a substantial deceleration being envisaged only towards the end of
the projection interval, on account of the statistical base effects and assuming a
fading-out of the current inflationary pressures. Both values were revised upwards
compared to the previous Inflation Report (+6.6 percentage points in December 2021
and +14.1 percentage points in December 2022), largely amid the incorporation
of the latest information available on price adjustment by the main electricity and
natural gas suppliers in the market78.
Chart 4.5. VFE price inflation
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The annual dynamics of volatile food prices (VFE) are anticipated at 7.3 percent and
5.7 percent at the end of 2021 and 2022 respectively (Chart 4.5). Compared to the
previous forecast, slightly more unfavourable developments are expected over the
short term amid robust demand, the annual growth rate for the end of the current
year being revised upwards by 1.0 percentage point. For 2022 and 2023, the path was
built on the assumption of normal harvests79.
The scenario for the administered price group80 foresees annual increases in these prices
of 5.7 percent for end-2021 and 2.5 percent for end-2022 (Chart 4.6), mainly based
on historical developments. In addition, the value for December 2021 incorporates a

58

77

Amid the robust demand in the US, the world’s largest motor fuel consumer.

78

Nevertheless, the impact of the rises expected in the following periods will only partially reflect in the bills of household
consumers, given the measures adopted in legislation (Law No. 259/2021 approving GEO No. 118/2021), which refer to a
number of compensations for the consumption of electricity and natural gas by household users (from November 2021 to
March 2022).

79

Relative to their multiannual averages.

80

About 75 percent of this group are accounted for by medicines and water, sewerage and waste disposal.
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30 percent hike in the price of heating supplied to household consumers expected
in November81, while the level forecasted for the end of next year is marked by the
VAT rate cut in this price from 19 percent to 5 percent starting in January 202282. In
this context, the value projected for the end of the current year was revised upwards
by 3.1 percentage points, whereas that for December 2022 was revised downwards
by 0.9 percentage points.
The annual dynamics of tobacco product and alcoholic beverage prices are projected
at 5.2 percent at the end of the current year and 4.4 percent at the end of next year.
The path is shaped mainly by the increases in excise duties provided by legislation,
considering also the behaviour of companies in this field as regards the final price
adjustment. Compared to the previous projection, the level for December 2021 was
revised upwards by 2.1 percentage points, amid the new hike in the price of a packet
of cigarettes in August-September (without being based on a rise in excise duties).

4.3. Demand pressures in the current period
and over the projection interval83
Output gap
In 2021 Q2, economic activity recorded a quarterly growth of 1.9 percent84, slightly
above the near-term forecast in the previous Report. The breakdown shows the
negative contribution of consumption, which could be associated to the agricultural
sector, amid the postponement of the harvest period. At the same time, it is worth
mentioning again that collecting statistical data in the pandemic context85 is rather
difficult, which entails possible future revisions of data series. Gross fixed capital
formation had a strong positive contribution, mainly on account of ICT equipment
(the ongoing digitalisation process), while net exports made a relatively reduced
negative contribution compared to previous quarters, caused by the slowdown in
imports (attributed to all major categories of goods, excluding consumer goods).
Compared to 2021 H1, in Q3 and Q4 economic activity is envisaged to slow down in
most sectors, with the exception of agriculture. Against the backdrop of favourable
weather conditions, crop production is estimated to have a significant contribution
to quarterly GDP dynamics in the latter half of the year, with the greatest impact
to be expected in Q3. Moreover, the rise in energy prices may be a deterrent of
economic activity compared to the first half of the year, via the ensuing increase
in production costs and given the firms’ difficulty of substituting these production
factors.

81

Amid the surge in natural gas prices.

82

According to Law No. 196 of 12 July 2021.

83

Unless otherwise indicated, quarterly percentage changes are calculated based on seasonally adjusted data series. Source:
NBR, MF, NIS, Eurostat, EC-DG ECFIN and Reuters.

84

NIS Press Release No. 261 of 11 October 2021.

85

In this respect, it should be noted that Q2 saw major but opposite contributions coming from statistical discrepancy and the
change in inventories, components to which an explicit economic substance is difficult to assign based on historical
developments.
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In the first two months of Q3, economic activity, in particular accommodation and
food service activities and cultural and recreational services, is assessed to have
benefited from the easing of a significant number of mobility restrictions, as a
result of the improved medical situation. Also in this context, the confidence of
economic agents was strong in July and August, with the ESI for Romania calculated
by DG ECFIN posting some of the highest values since the onset of the pandemic86
(Chart 4.7). On the other hand, unfavourable signals come from the dynamics
of industrial production and construction, amid
persistent bottlenecks in supply chains (against
Chart 4.7. Economic sentiment indicator*
and economic growth
the background of the microchip crisis and
the continued global increase in commodity
index (average =100)
annual change (%)
120
prices), assessed to linger more than initially
expected. The near-term forecasts are further
110
supplemented by the monitoring of a large
100
range of high-frequency indicators87, correlated
with the dynamics of economic activity, in order
90
to provide quasi-real-time data and to possibly
make up for the potentially lower accuracy of
80
some of the traditional statistical indicators in the
70
current context.
correlation coefficient 2001 Q1 − 2021 Q2: 0.82
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As for the medical situation, an unprecedented
worsening of the health crisis occurred in October
real GDP
ESI (rhs)
amid the population’s low vaccination rate
*) seasonally adjusted data
(the number of infections embarked on an upward
Source: NIS, EC-DG ECFIN
path and significantly surpassed the peaks of the
previous pandemic waves), affecting the confidence
of economic agents. In this context, alongside the gradual introduction of mobility
restrictions at local level, correlated with the infection rate, restrictions were also
adopted at national level at end-October88. While risks to domestic economic
activity are assessed to be predominantly on the downside, potentially alleviating
factors could be linked to: (i) the extension until end-2021 of the government
support schemes, for instance the payment of furlough benefits89 and (ii) the further
permitted access of the population to non-essential activities, conditional on a
green certificate (which has recently increased the public interest in vaccination).
Furthermore, exports are expected to benefit from the rebound in the economic
activity of Romania’s main trading partners in the euro area, amid better control over
the health situation in those countries.
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Alongside a historical high of the euro area indicator.

87

For the last two months of 2021 Q3, signals regarding economic activity are mostly favourable and come from indicators
such as: retail trade turnover, international flights, company and freelancer registrations, the ESI (economic sentiment
indicator), the 3M ROBOR, the Sentix Index. In October signals are mixed, the relatively positive ones coming from indicators
such as international flights, the Sentix Index and the Google Mobility Index, whereas the less favourable ones come from
the 10-year government bond yields and the Google searches for the keyword “crisis”.

88

Pursuant to the Decision No. 94 of 25 October 2021 of the National Committee for Emergency Situations.

89

Pursuant to GEO No. 111 of 2 October 2021.
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Following the past year’s contraction, in 2021 real GDP is forecasted to post
significantly higher average annual dynamics in absolute terms, also on the back of
a favourable base effect (associated with the swift recovery in 2020 Q3 and Q4)90.
Subsequently, the projected annual rates, albeit slower, remain robust, close to those
of potential GDP. Compared to the August Report, excluding this year’s exceptional
agricultural contribution, the projection has been revised downwards for both this
year and the next. The new trajectory incorporates: (i) the effects of the stronger‑thanpreviously-envisaged slowdown of economic activity in the last two quarters of 2021
and (ii) the contractionary impact of energy prices, which is expected to persist for
at least a period of time. Compared to the prior round, the cumulative impact of
European funds absorption via the Next Generation EU programme has been revised
upwards in the medium term, given the updated information on a higher investment
content of the allocations of funds. A driver of domestic GDP growth is also the
more favourable profile of the overall recovery of Romania’s main trading partners
(for further details, see Section 4.1. External assumptions).
The breakdown shows that the average annual GDP growth is driven by that of
household consumption, to which adds the robust contribution from gross fixed capital
formation. Real net exports are foreseen to further make a negative contribution,
larger in 2021 compared to the previous year and subsequently abating (for details, see
subsection Aggregate demand components). For this year, the projected contribution
of the change in inventories to the average annual GDP dynamics is very high. It is
worth noting that the quarterly national accounts estimates are affected starting with
2020 Q191, which could lead to future larger-than-usual revisions of data series.
Throughout 2021, potential GDP growth is expected to make a notable recovery
(which also captures important base effects as a result of the fading-out of adverse
shocks generated by the pandemic crisis). Its trajectory will then continue with robust
annual paces (similar to those in the prior Report), with substantial contributions
coming mainly from capital and total factor productivity (TFP).
Capital stock accumulation is attributed to the resilience of investment flows. In this
regard, mention should be made about the further advance in ICT expenses (for
software and equipment) in the course of the year, as well as about the favourable
prospects, including in the longer term, related to the absorption of European funds
from multiple sources92. However, the amount of resources available for investment
could be affected by substantial increases in energy prices. The contribution of labour,
which is foreseen to take an upturn as of 2021, reflects the favourable trends of

90

The increase during 2021 also reflects a significant carry-over effect (assessed at 2.5 percentage points) amid the swift
rebound in the latter half of last year. Significant effects are also quantified for GDP components. For methodological
references, see the Box entitled “The impact of the carry-over effects on average annual real GDP growth rate” in the August
2013 Inflation Report.

91

For further details, see the Methodological note Guidance on quarterly national accounts (including flash) estimates in the
context of the COVID-19 crisis, Eurostat (24 April 2020), available on the NIS website.

92

The Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-2027, the Next Generation EU programme (2021-2026), the (derogatory)
extension of disbursements within the Multiannual Financial Framework 2014-2020.
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the activity rate and of the average number of hours worked per employed person.
In the longer run, an opposite impact comes from the unfavourable demographic
developments in Romania, with a rate of decline in the working-age population
expected to be quite fast-paced. The TFP trend dynamics mirror important efficiency
gains supported by a step-up in the digitalisation process and the development of new
technologies93 in most economic sectors, in response to the pandemic environment.
It is also worth pointing out that the pandemic shock has affected different sectors
to varying degrees, with the accommodation and food service activities being the
hardest hit, and the continuation of these heterogeneous developments would lead
to persistent changes in the structure of the economy via a shift of production factors
across sectors. Last but not least, in the medium and long term the TFP trend dynamics
continue to be affected by persistent structural deficiencies in the economy94, which
were visible before the pandemic outbreak as well.
Similarly to the assessment in the previous Inflation
Report, after entering positive territory at the
beginning of the year, the output gap remains slightly
above 1 percent in 2021 H295 (Chart 4.8). Over the
projection interval, the upward path of the output gap
is much softer than in the August Report, on the
back of the expected slower recovery of economic
activity in the short and medium term. Specifically,
at the forecast horizon (2023 Q3) the indicator comes
in at below 2 percent, which is 1.2 percentage points
lower than the previously projected value. This
reconfiguration implies, on the one hand, a lower
contribution to economic growth from the change in
the cyclical GDP component and, on the other hand,
a relatively higher contribution from potential GDP.

Chart 4.8. Output gap
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The updated profile of the indicator incorporates a
series of mixed influences from aggregate demand
determinants. Thus, on the one hand, broad
monetary conditions will continue to exert stimulative effects, although to a lesser
extent in the following year, and subsequently the effects will become slightly

Source: NBR assessments based on data provided by the NIS
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Assessments based on reports such as Will Productivity and Growth Return after the COVID-19 Crisis? of the McKinsey Global
Institute, Impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic on EU Industries of the European Commission or Study on Digital Economy in
Romania of the Employers’ Association of the Software and Services Industry, carried out by Ernst & Young Romania.

94

Evidence is brought by the Ease of Doing Business ranking of the World Bank, the Global Competitiveness Index Report of the
World Economic Forum or the European Innovation Scoreboard analysis of the European Commission (which ranks Romania
among emerging innovators, with a performance level below 70 percent relative to the EU average). The IMD World
Competitiveness Ranking 2021 places Romania 48th in the global competitiveness ranking (an upgrade of 3 positions
compared to 2020).

95

The gap of household consumption and that of imports are also assessed to enter positive territory in the first part of 2021,
whereas the gap of imports remains negative, yet closing by the end of the year (its profile being correlated with that of
effective external demand). Mention should be made about the GFCF and public consumption gaps, which have been
positive ever since last year, these being the only GDP components with resilient paths during the pandemic. From the
perspective of aggregate demand components, over the entire forecast interval the output gap path is shaped by that of
domestic demand, whereas net exports make a slightly negative contribution.
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restrictive (unlike the previous round when the stimulative features persisted over the
entire projection interval). The impact coming from the fiscal and income policies is
assessed (similarly to the prior Report) to become countercyclical as of this year, given
the start of the fiscal adjustment process. The revised effects are less significant during
the current year, but they will turn slightly stronger thereafter. On the other hand, the
cyclical component of external demand will make a larger contribution compared to
the previous round, amid the improved outlook on external demand.
Aggregate demand components
Final consumption is foreseen to display a relatively robust increase, due to the notable
contribution of households’ individual consumption. The latter is envisaged to be
driven in 2021 by the almost complete removal, particularly during the summer, of the
restrictions imposed during the pandemic context, and by the use to a certain extent of
additional financial resources resulting from forced or precautionary household savings
accumulated throughout the past year. Nevertheless, the trajectory of household
consumption in the short run is surrounded by the uncertainty stemming from both the
erosion of the purchasing power and the evolution of the medical situation, especially
given the Delta variant’s high virulence. Over the medium term, the developments
in household consumption, although expected to remain strong amid the relatively
favourable labour market conditions, are marked by the prospects regarding increases
in consumer prices.
Gross fixed capital formation is envisaged to make new robust contributions to GDP
growth over the entire forecast interval. The developments in this component, which
showed a notable resilience during the pandemic, are however affected by bottlenecks
owing to the hike in the prices of building materials. These disruptions could be
correlated with a possible slowdown in investment activity in industry, inter alia due
to higher commodity prices. In the medium and long run, the contribution of this
component is closely related to the authorities’ stance regarding public investment
expenditure96, including spending from EU funds97, which are expected to have a
supplementary positive contribution, revised upwards compared to the prior Report.
An additional incentive factor is the anticipated recovery of investors’ confidence98,
which also impacts the foreign direct investment flows.
On the external front, the flows of imports and exports are projected to rebound over
the forecast interval (with strong dynamics in 2021, reflecting also significant base
effects associated with the sharp compression of international trade in 2020). Some
potentially persistent99 adverse effects on trade are due to global transport capacity

96

Revised upwards for 2021, according to the latest budget revision (GEO No. 96/2021).

97

These are foreseen to be allocated mainly via the Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-2027 and the NGEU programme.

98

On 15 October, the rating agencies Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s (S&P) reassigned Romania with a sovereign rating at
“BBB-” (the lowest investment grade credit rating), with Moody’s improving its perspective from “negative” to “stable”.
Moreover, the uncertainty measure in the economy, calculated using the divergence of analysts’ forecasts (Box 2 in the NBR’s
Annual Report 2020), has been on a downward trajectory during this last year, but remains at historically high levels,
especially against the background of the current pandemic wave.

99

For instance, the ECB’s most recent euro area forecast (September 2021) foresees a gradual dissipation of distribution
bottlenecks in the first part of 2022, later than anticipated in the previous forecast (published in June).
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constraints and to the low stocks of intermediate goods (such as microchips, which are
heavily used in industries important for domestic exports, such as car manufacturing).
Exports of goods and services are affected, at least in the short run, by the anticipated
quasi-stagnation of industrial output, amid widespread increases in commodity
prices. However, this component continues to benefit from the positive prospects on
the upturn of effective external demand. Additional favourable influences are also
expected from the absorption of EU funds (in particular via the Next Generation EU
programme), which can also be accessed by exporting firms to boost their productivity.
An unfavourable contribution is assessed to come from the real effective exchange
rate, which is projected to appreciate, against the backdrop of an increased inflation
differential between Romania and its trading partners, leading to the erosion of price
competitiveness. Over the longer term, the dragging structural features of the economy
(e.g. the slow catching-up process regarding infrastructure development) are seen to
exert an inhibiting effect.
Imports of goods and services are also projected to post notable annual growth
rates, benefiting from the stimulative effects of aggregate demand components
and exports. Thus, net exports of goods and services are seen to make a negative
contribution to average annual GDP growth, yet abating during the forecast
interval.
The current account deficit is anticipated to widen visibly from 5 percent of GDP in
2020 to above 6 percent in 2021 (a slightly higher value than that in the previous
Report). These developments are primarily driven by the severe worsening of the
trade deficit, as a result of the excess domestic demand being covered by imports
and of price effects (amid an across-the-board increase in commodity prices on
international markets and the shortage of intermediate goods). Over the medium
term, the external imbalance is envisaged to narrow only slightly as a share of GDP,
further posting values close to 6 percent mainly due to persistent structural causes.
The financing of the current account deficit is foreseen to continue to be only
partly covered by stable, non-debt-creating capital flows over the entire projection
interval, albeit mildly improving in 2022. Direct investment is on a favourable path
and could benefit from the stimulative effects generated by the implementation of
investment projects via the Next Generation EU financing instrument. At the same
time, capital transfers benefit from favourable conditions, owing to the overlapping
of EU funds disbursements from several sources: the multiannual financial
frameworks (2014-2020 and 2021-2027) and the Next Generation EU programme.
Broad monetary conditions
Broad monetary conditions capture the cumulated impact exerted on future
developments in aggregate demand by the real interest rates applied by credit
institutions on leu- and foreign currency-denominated loans and deposits of
non‑bank clients and by the real effective exchange rate100 of the leu. The exchange

100
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The relevant exchange rate for the NBR’s macroeconomic model for analysis and medium-term forecasting relies on the
EUR/RON and USD/RON exchange rates, with the weighting system mirroring the weights of the two currencies in Romania’s
foreign trade.
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rate exerts its influence via the net export channel, as well as via the effects on the
wealth and balance sheets of economic agents101.
The baseline scenario of the projection entails a reduction of the stimulative nature
of real broad monetary conditions over the course of next year, followed by slightly
restrictive values as of 2023.
Chart 4.9. Quarterly change in the
effective exchange rate
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The breakdown shows that real interest rates on
both new loans and new time deposits in lei are
anticipated to exert stimulative effects (mainly as a
result of inflation expectations increasing fast in the
short term), albeit on the wane over the projection
interval. The component related to the effect of the
real effective exchange rate (Chart 4.9) is envisaged
to make, via the net export channel, a growing
restrictive contribution, due to the appreciation of
the real effective exchange rate. The latter will occur
in the context of a significantly higher domestic
inflation compared to that of Romania’s trading
partners.

Romania’s inflation differential relative to its major
trading partners
quarterly change in the nominal effective exchange
rate (rhs)
quarterly change in the real effective exchange rate (rhs)

The wealth and balance sheet effect is assessed to
continue to have a stimulative influence over the
entire projection interval, but on the wane starting
Source: Eurostat, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, NBR, NBR calculations
with the latter half of 2022. The breakdown shows
that the favourable impact is attributable to the
real foreign interest rate (3M EURIBOR) against the background of the conventional
component of the ECB’s monetary policy retaining its persistently and strongly
accommodative nature. At the same time, the stimulative impact coming from the
changes in the gap of the real effective exchange rate of the leu offsets the restrictive
contribution of the sovereign risk premium. The anticipated dynamics of the sovereign
risk premium occur amid investors showing a fluctuating risk aversion towards
emerging markets, the most exposed being those with macroeconomic imbalances
built up before and exacerbated by the current pandemic.
In the particular context of the persisting health crisis, the NBR’s monetary policy stance
was tailored in a prudent manner, aiming to bring back and maintain over the medium
term the annual inflation rate in line with the 2.5 percent ±1 percentage point flat target,
inter alia via the anchoring of inflation expectations over the longer time horizon, in a
manner conducive to achieving sustainable economic growth in the context of the fiscal
consolidation process, while safeguarding financial stability.

101
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The relevance of this channel has gradually declined in recent periods, given the narrowing of the share of foreign currencydenominated loans in total credit to the private sector, amid the faster rise in leu-denominated flows versus those in foreign
currency.
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4.4. Risks associated with the projection
The domestic health situation has recently seen a fast deterioration. The fourth wave
of the public health crisis has proved to be very aggressive, with the daily number
of infections and deaths multiplying compared to the first pandemic waves. The
evolution is fostered by the highly contagious Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 and, at
the same time, by the low vaccination rate in Romania. In this context, the duration
and magnitude of the new pandemic wave – implicitly the plausibility of a
synchronised evolution with that at European level – and especially the impact of
the authorities’ prevention decisions, are difficult to assess at this moment.
With the resurgence of the pandemic, the reintroduction of more severe restrictions
could be accompanied by a voluntary reduction in mobility and changes in
households’ behaviour to achieve social distancing. In view of the relatively high
degree of uncertainty, economic agents may again postpone their consumption and
investment decisions, which would imply further increases in the saving rate, similarly
to what happened at the onset of the pandemic.
Chart 4.10. Uncertainty interval associated
with inflation projection in the baseline scenario
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Based on the information available at the
cut‑off date of this Inflation Report, the balance
of risks to the annual inflation rate projection
(Chart 4.10) remains tilted to the upside compared
to its path in the baseline scenario, despite the
already substantial upward reconfiguration of
its coordinates. High uncertainties surround the
future evolution of energy prices. At the same time,
risks also stem from the external environment, in
the event of bottlenecks in global production and
distribution chains becoming permanent, with a
direct upward impact on the prices of commodities,
intermediate and imported final goods.

The future evolution of energy prices continues
to be a significant source of risks and especially
of uncertainty. Capturing the price configuration
Source: NIS, NBR calculations and projections
of these goods into the official statistics could be
influenced by a set of factors, such as the magnitude
of compensations, price caps and subsidies under the scheme designed to cushion
the impact of the excessive increase in utility bills, but also the timeframe over which
they will be implemented. While further increases in energy prices are not ruled
out in the short term, in the second half of next year, opposite influences could be
associated with possible downward corrections in electricity and natural gas prices,
favoured by global energy markets resuming normal functioning. Uncertainties also
relate to the speed of the future alignment with European standards for reducing
polluting energy sources.

Note: The uncertainty interval was calculated based on the annual
CPI inflation forecast errors in the NBR projections during
2005-2020. The magnitude of forecast errors is positively
correlated with the time horizon they refer to.

At the current juncture, one of the risks that becomes more relevant is associated
with the future fiscal policy stance, inter alia in the context of persistent political
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instability. In the short term, new initiatives may come up, in addition to those already
in force, to mitigate the impact of the sharply deteriorating health situation and of
the increase in utility bills. In the medium term, the future steps of fiscal consolidation
remain clouded in uncertainty as concerns both the duration and the cumulative
magnitude of the entire process, while in principle, they need to be in line with the
coordinates of the excessive deficit procedure against Romania, with adjustments due
for completion in 2024.
Although labour market developments have been improving until recently,
the resurgence of the pandemic could adversely affect this segment too. There
is an emerging risk from growing absenteeism and voluntary unemployment.
In the medium term, high risks stem from a possibly greater shortage of skilled
labour in certain business sectors, especially in the case of higher demand amid
the implementation of economic recovery projects and of the projects related to
digitalisation and the transition to a green economy under the Next Generation
EU programme.
Risks are also posed by the external environment. At the current juncture, a possible
resurgence of the public health crisis could lead to a restructuring of global value
chains (for instance, their strategic shortening). At the same time, the slowdown in
China’s economic growth rate may have adverse effects on global economy, given its
high integration in global value chains. Another risk that proves to be further relevant
refers to the future monetary policy stance of the major central banks in the region.
The pace of economic recovery remains uncertain, but could surprise on the upside,
inter alia on account of the investment projects and reforms to be implemented
through the Next Generation EU programme. In the case of the Romanian economy,
given the institutional capacity and the track record of achievements in this area,
there are uncertainties regarding the rapid absorption of these funds.
Although they have already undergone broad-based increases, commodity prices
on international markets remain surrounded by many uncertainties. Bottlenecks in
global production and distribution chains may worsen. This could occur as a result
of a forced cessation of certain economic activities following the deterioration of
the health situation, a new increase in the shortage of containers or the deepening
of the energy crisis in China. Another risk refers to the possible intensification in
the semiconductor crisis, which is highly relevant for the Romanian economy given
the significant share of the automotive industry in both gross value added and
export flows. In the case of agri-food items, inherent uncertainties are fuelled by
climatic fluctuations, with the possibility of two-way developments domestically and
externally. To these add adverse influences from the increase in the production costs
of fertilisers, amid higher energy prices.
The risk emerges that the large pick-up in production costs may not be fully offset
by profit margin adjustments, which could lead to additional inflationary pressures.
Moreover, certain economic agents could raise their final prices to cover, at least
in part, the losses incurred after reducing their operating capacity (especially in
those segments with inelastic demand), in the context of the measures to contain
NATIONAL BANK OF ROMANIA
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the pandemic effects and of the possible losses already recorded during previous
pandemic waves. Upside risks are also associated with higher costs for the green
economy transition. To these add other persistent pressures from the shortage of
skilled workforce in certain business sectors.
Turning to future Brent oil prices, two-way risks could become manifest. Additional
inflationary pressures could be mainly driven by supply factors in the context of a
limited global production capacity. By contrast, downside risks could stem from both
demand factors, due to the effects of the Delta variant’s spread, and supply factors,
amid a possible increase in production by the OPEC+ members exempted from the
production normalisation plan (such as Iran, Libya, Venezuela).
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consumer price index

DG ECFIN

Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs

EC

European Commission

ECB

European Central Bank

ESI

Economic Sentiment Indicator

EU

European Union

Eurostat

Statistical Office of the European Union

FAO

Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations

GDP

gross domestic product

GFCF

gross fixed capital formation

HICP

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices

ILO

International Labour Office

IRCC

benchmark index for loans to consumers

MF

Ministry of Finance

NBR

National Bank of Romania

NIS

National Institute of Statistics

OPCOM

Romanian Electricity and Gas Market Operator

OPEC

Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries

ROBOR

Romanian Interbank Offer Rate

TFP

total factor productivity

VAT

value added tax

VFE

vegetables, fruit, eggs

3M

3 months

6M

6 months

12M

12 months

3Y

3 years

5Y

5 years

10Y

10 years
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